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The environment has been a global concern for educators and
environmentalists alike. As vital ecosystems are being destroyed, the health of
the planet is threatened. The field of environmental education may become
one of the most important fields of teaching for thils reason (Hewitt, 1997).
Environmental educators know that the future of the planet's state of health
depends on how well future generations are educated about human impacts on
the environment.
The goal of environmental education today is to change behavior toward
the environment (Asch and Shore, 1975; Hewitt, 1997; Hlnes et al.. 1986;
Hungerford and Volk, 1990; Knapp et aI., 1997; Maloney et al., 1975;
Newhouse, 1990). In the past, educators felt that providing knowledge about
environmental problems would accomplish that goal (Hungerford and Volk,
1990), however, studies have shown that knowledge alone is not sufficient in
changing behavior (Hines et aI., 1986; Klinger, 1980). To be effective in
changing behavior, environmental education programs must combine
knowledge with skill in applying that knowledge to take action in issues (Hines
et aI., 1986).
Studies have also shown that people with positive attitudes toward the
environment are more likely to take action toward protecting the environment
(Shepard and Speelman, 1985; Tanner, 1980). Therefore, in order to be
effective in changing behavior toward the environment, educational programs
must provide knowl.edge about environmental problems, skills to take action,
and the opportunity for positive experiences in the outdoors to develop positive
attitudes.
Statement of the Problem
Many studies of environmental education have been done with adults
and older students, but very few have been done on younger children (Hewitt,
1997; Jaus, 1982). Since children develop most of their political and social
attitudes between the fourth and fifth grades (Jaus, 1982), this is the optimal
time to help children develop positive environmental attitudes. The "Riddle of
the Woods" program at Oxley Nature Center (ONG) demonstrates the research-
based criteria which provide an effective type of environmental educational
program for fourth grade students. It is hoped that this study will demonstrate
the positive impacts of the"Riddle of the Woods" program on fourth grade
students' environmental knowledge, attitudes, and behavior.
Significance of Study
The field of environmental education is relatively new, so methods of
teaching environmental education are still being discovered. The research has
found that students need to make connections with the outdoors before
environmental education can be successful (Asch and Shore, 1975; George,
1967). Therefore, teachers need to provide students with opportunities for
those outdoor connections.
However, a dull, gu,ided nature walk outdoors does not always work
either. Students, especially from urban environments like Tulsa, are generally
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-lost in a nature setting. They are not able to make the desired connections
because many of them have never been in the woods before (Kostka, 1976).
Environmental education needs to provide students with positive outdoor
experiences. Students who experience the outdoors in a positive way are more
likely to care about it, more likely to want to learn more about how to take care
of it, and more likely to act positively toward it. There is a need for a method of
environmental education that takes all of these factors into account. There is a
need for a program that is successful in the cognitive, affective, and behavioral
domains.
If the program being examined in this study is shown to be effective, it
could potentially begin a new type of environmental education that has not yet
been explored. Environmental educational outdoor mystery games are not
.common, but have the potential to be extremely useful. Games have many
benefits for children as has been proved in research for years (Boocock and
Schild, 1968; Erickson, 1963; Hewitt, 1997; Magney, 1989; Piaget and Inhelder,
1969). Research also shows that children who are given opportunities to have
positive experiences in the outdoors develop positive attitudes and positive
behaviors toward the outdoors (Dresner and Gill, 1994). Teaching
environmental education in the classroom alone is not working. It does not
serve the ultimate purpose of environmental education as most environmental
educators see it--to change behavior toward the environment. It is hoped that
this program will demonstrate all the elements an environmental education
program needs to succeed.
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Hypotheses
The hypotheses to be tested in this study are that there is no difference
within or between groups on pretest and posttest scores in the knowledge,
attitude, or behavior subscales of the test at the 0.05 level of significance.
Groups consist of two control groups and two treatment groups.
Scope of Study
This study examined a particular environmental educational program
called The "Riddle of the Woods". It is a program written and designed by the
staff of Oxley Nature Center (ONG), which is run by Tulsa Parks and Recreation
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. It was written specifically for fourth grade students, and is
unique in that ONG is the only place the program is used. The entire program is
taught by trained staff and volunteer naturalists from ONG.
Two different treatment schools of fourth graders were tested for any
changes in their environmental attitudes, behavior, or knowledge after going
through the program. Their scores were compared to two control schools of
fourth graders not having any exposure to the program.
Delimitations
The study was delimited by the following:
1. Only fourth grade students were used in the study.
2. Students from only Tulsa Public Schools were used.
3. The testing instrument measured only environmental knowledge, behavior,
and attitudes related to the teaching objectives of the "Riddle of the Woods"
program.
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4. Only those subjects with parental permission to participate in the study were
used.
Limitations
The study was limited by the following:
1. Four schools of fourth grade students were the subjects in the study for
convenience. This limited randomness.
2. Teachers of treatment groups signed up to participate in the program at least
a year ago. These teachers may have more interest in the environment than
teachers in the control group. This may have had an uncontrollable effect on
subjects' test scores.
3. The "Riddle of the Woods" program is specific in that it teaches students
about
a particular ecosystem. This limits generalizability.
Assumptions
The following basic assumptions were accepted:
1. SUbjects understood directions and answered test questions honestly and to
the best of their abilities.
2. The staff naturalists running the program at the center were well-trained.
3. Teachers of the subjects did not help subjects prepare for the tests, or alter
their regular curriculum for any purposes related to this study.
Definitions
The following terms are specifically defined as given when used in this
study:
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Attitude: "an enduring positive or negative feeling about some person,
object, or issue" (Newhouse, 1990).
Environmental education: "a process aimed at developing a world
population that is aware of, and concerned about the total environment and its
associated problems, and which has the knowledge, attitudes, motivations,
commitments and skills to work individually and collectively toward solutions of
current problems and the prevention of new ones" (Stapp, 1978).
Participant: fourth grade students from Tulsa Public Schools
participating in the "Riddle of the Woods" program and this study.
Some Ideas: an environmental attitude testing instrument (Likert scale)
divided into four subscales to measure upper elementary school students'





Before beginning to create environmental education curricula, educators
must first develop some goals or objectives. They are necessary to properly
design educational programs. Without goals, there is no focus. In 1975, Vande
Visse and Stapp warned that "without a clear statement of goals, an
environmental education program would become a series of unrelated
experiences, focusing on limited program objectives."
Looking at the development of environmental educational objectives
over the years, it is interesting to note that the ultimate goal of environmental
education has not changed a great deal from its inception. The goal has
always been some form of behavior change toward the environment. Behavior
change, some would argue, is the goal of all education, not just environmental
education (Asch and Shore, 1975; Hungerford and Volk, 1990). Guilbert (1981)
wrote in the Educational Handbook for Health Personnel that "(T)he object of
education is not to shape citizens to the uses of society, but to produce citizens
able to shape a better society." Asch and Shore (1975) wrote:
"One of the great challenges in all education is to demonstrate that an
educational program can result in positive changes in what students do, not
only in what they write on a test. This is especially true in environmental
education."
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In 1969, Stapp proposed that environmental education should try to
create citizens who are knowledgeable concerning the biophysical
environment and its problems, aware of how to solve these problems, and
motivated to help solve them. An emphasis on behavior as the ultimate goal of
environmental education was present right from the beginning. The objectives
for environmental education as identified by the Tbilisi Intergovernmental
Conference on Environmental Education in 1977 were similar. They were as
follows:
1. Awareness--to help individuals become sensitive to the environment and its
issues.
2. Sensitivity--to help individuals understand the environment and its problems
through a variety of experiences.
3. Attitudes--to help individuals develop feelings of concern for the environment
and motivation to aid in environmental improvement.
4. Skills--to help individuals learn skills for ,identifying and solving
environmental problems.
5. Participation--to provide individuals with an opportunity for involvement in all
levels of environmental problem-solving.
These goals were to become the "guiding light" for many environmental
educators (McCrea and Weaver, 1984). Using these objectives, an
environmentally responsible person can be defined as one who has awareness
and sensitivity to the environment, an understanding of the issues, feelings of
concern for the environment, and the skills and motivation for solVing
environmental problems. An environmentally responsible person is also
defined as one who is involved in environmental problem-solving. The focus of
environmental education as defined by the Tbilisi Conference was behavior
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change achieved through making the citizen aware of environmental issues,
and giving them the knowledge they need to understand the environment.
Knowledge leads to attitude, which then leads to behavior change, which is the
ultimate goal.
In 1980, Hungerford et al. presented a "superordinate goal" for
environmental education. It was "to aid citizens in becoming environmentally
knowledgeable and, above all, skilled and dedicated citizens who are willing to
work, individually and collectively, toward achieving and/or maintaining a
dynamic equilibrium between quality of life and quality of the environment."
Once again, the emphasized outcome was behavior change.
Hines et al. (1986) defined the goals of environmental education as "the
development of environmentally responsible and active citizens." They also
stated that knowledge alone cannot influence environmental protection. In a
1987 UNESCO document, environmental education was defined as a model of
action in which "individuals and the community gain awareness of their
environment and acquire the knowledge, values, skills, experiences and also
the determination which will enable them to act--individually and collectively--to
solve present and future environmental problems. II Behavior change and
environmental action are emphasized.
Children are the target group of most educational programs. Hewitt
(1997) placed an emphasis on children as being important in achieving the
objectives of environmental education. She wrote that encouraging children to
actively participate in protecting the environment is one way the critical balance
may be maintained. Confucius wrote the following about educating children:
9
If your plan is for 1 year,
plant rice;
if your plan is for 10 years,
plant trees;
if your plan is for 100 years,
educate children.
Models and Philosophies of Environmental Education
Defining educational objectives is generally the easiest part of designing
curriculum. The difficult part is creating the best program to meet those
objectives. This usually involves trial and error, program modification, and
eventually trial and success. While the objectives of environmental education
. have not changed much over the years, the models of the best methods of
achieving those objectives have.
It was first believed that behavior change could be achieved by making
the public aware of environmental issues. The logic was that if educators made
people more knowledgeable, they would become more aware of environmental
problems, and would then be more motivated to act in an environmentally
responsible manner (Hungerford and Volk, 1990).
But then studies came out demonstrating that knowledge was only
slightly related to behavior. Lingwood found that an individual's level of
concern for the environment was much more important ,in choosing to attend an
environmental program than the individual's environmental knowledge
(Lingwood, 1974).
The models then began to link knowledge with behavior through attitude
change. The following model, developed by Ramsey and Rickson in 1977, was
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a widely accepted model of environmental education: "[I]ncreased knowledge
leads to favorable attitudes... which in turn lead to actions promoting better
environmental quality" (Hungerford and Volk, 1990). This behavior change
model was simple, and involved only three parts:
Awareness
Knowledge .... or .... Action
Altitudes
Figure 1. Behavior Change Model, Ramsey and Rickson, 1977.
In 1978, Stapp proposed a three-part method of achieving the goal of
environmental education:
1. understand that people are a part of the environmental system and that their
actions both harm and benefit the surroundings.
2. understand how environmental problems can be solved and recognize each
individual's responsibility.
3. develop skills for understanding, preventing, and correcting environmental
problems.
Both of these three-part models are simple, and both begin with
knowledge. However, Stapp's model includes teaching skills to correct
environmental problems, while the Ramsey and Rickson model does not.
Teaching skills was discovered to be an important part of the education
process.
One study revealed that programs involving both knowledge of
environmental issues combined with skill components to solve environmental
problems resulted in more environmental action (Klinger, 1980). Skill in
environmental problem-solving, combined with knowledge, was thought to give
individuals what they needed to take positive action.
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However, Hines et al. (1986) stated that knowledge and skills alone were
not sufficient to lead to environmental action. There also had to be the desire to
act. This desire involved environmental attitudes. Borden and Schettino (1979)
in their study of college psychology students' environmental knowledge and
attitudes (as related to behavior), wrote that feelings and knowledge showed no
correlation. They also discovered that feelings and knowledge do not interact
in determining environmental actions and commitment, and that environmental
feelings were more important in determining environmental action than level of
knowledge.
Another model for environmental education that has been developed
was created by Hines et al. (1986). It suggests a more complex model for
environmental education, and takes many more factors into account than the
previous models:
Figure 2. Behavior Change Model, Hines et aI., 1986.
The model demonstrates that there is more to environmental education
than just knowledge, attitude, and behavior. Attitudes, combined with locus of
control and personal responsibility, all influence the personality of an individual.
That personality combined with action skills, and knowledge (both of issues and
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that influence the decision to act are situational factors, such as social
pressures or economic restraints.
Hungerford and Volk (1990) used the Hines et al. model to create a
behavior flow chart demonstrating the different variables that affect behavior
change. This model is more linear than the Hines et al. model, though it takes
into account the fact that not every person will be affected by every factor.
Figure 3. Behavior Change Model, Hungerford and Volk, 1990.
In the Hines et al. model, all factors influence the decision to act. In the
Hungerford and Volk model, these factors (called variables) are weighted
according to their importance in influencing behavior (major and minor
variables). It is also clear that while a person does have to go through a linear
progression (entry-level, ownership, then empowerment), not all these factors
need to be present before environmental behavior can occur.
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Although the previ.ously mentioned educators would agree that some
type of knowledge does have to be taught for environmental education to occur,
one prominent environmental writer does not. Rachel Carson, in her essay "A
Sense of Wonder, II (1965), wrote that when teaching children about the natural
world, it is not the knowledge that is important, but fanning the flame of curiosity
that is inherent in children. If this curiosity is encouraged, children will grow up
to be adults who will care about and act toward protecting the environment.
Many other researchers agree with this philosophy (Herman et aI., 1991; Stapp,
1978; Tilbury, 1994; Wilson, 1993, 1994,1996). The research completed for
this thesis revealed no studies of environmental educational programs that
used this philosophy of utilizing curiosity alone to teach attitudes.
The research demonstrates that the process of environmental education
is heavily debated. Researchers and educators are not certain which comes
first: knowledge, attitude, or behavior. The possibility also exists that all three
aspects of environmental education can work simultaneously, and need not be
divided into three distinct steps. However, since these three aspects are all
important in environmental educational research. that research will be
examined in detail.
Knowledge
Although knowledge of the environment and its problems is generally
believed to be a prerequisite to environmental action, knowledge alone cannot
influence the protection of the environment (Hines et aI., 1986). Does the
teaching of environmental knowledge need to occur before attitudes and
behavior can change?
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Opinions were varied. Carson (1965), Herman et al. (1991), and Wilson
(1993, 1994, 1996) would say 'little, if any.' A poll taken in 1992 by Peter D.
Hart Research Associated stated that although the environment was the
highest-ranked issue cited by young people looking toward the future, and
although these same young people were more environmentally motivated than
their parents, their knowledge and understanding of environmental issues was
limited (Fuller, 1992). This poll demonstrated an interesting point: knowledge is
not essential for environmental awareness, positive environmental attitudes,
and motivation for environmental action. Students may only know that there are
"problems," may have a limited understanding of some of those problems, but
still feel motivated to act in a positive manner toward the environment.
However, limited knowledge of environmental problems can also be
troublesome, even if people have positive environmental attitudes. For
example, this researcher has encountered citizens on "Ozone Alert" days in
Oklahoma who will not go outdoors without hats or sunscreen. Obviously this is
a misunderstanding of the ozone problems, confusing the problem of too little
ozone in the stratosphere with too much ozone near the ground (Freedman,
1995).
Attitudes
Environmental attitudes have been getting much attention in the study of
environmental education--everything from how they are formed to how they
should best be taught. "Environmental attitudes are a person's feelings about
his role in the complex, interrelated biosphere" (Kostka, 1976). A positive
environmental attitude, by this definition, would cause a person to see
him/herself as a part of the natural world, feel responsible for environmental
15
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problems, and make conscientious choices affecting the environment (Dubas,
1968; Glacken, 1970). Knapp (1972) outlined several different methods for
changing attitudes:
1. verbal reinforcement--praising a student expressing a favorable attitude.
2. counter-attitudinal role playing--students pretend to have attitudes opposite
from their own to expand their perceptions of situations.
3. debates--students defend two sides of an issue.
4. providing new information--research has shown, according to Knapp, that
this is sometimes successful, and sometimes not.
5. introducing anxiety or fear arousing situations--too much fear is not
successful, but mild fear can sometimes change attitudes.
6. understanding the psychological need for holding a particular attitude--after
the need is understood, dependency on the need can be altered.
7. changing certain social factors--Iaws, for example, can change attitudes.
8. adult models--adults surrounding children affect their attitudes (Knapp noted
that before any environmental instruction takes place, the teacher must clarify
his/her own attitudes).
9. behavior change precedes attitude change--involvement in action projects
results in attitude change.
So in theory, a program utilizing one or more of these techniques for
changing attitudes in children would result in the desired attitude change. It is
the ninth technique that has been used as a basis for environmental
educational research recently. Hewitt (1997) stated that involving students in
their communities to actively solve local environmental problems encouraged
them to become active on a global level. She believed this was because
16
. teaching students only facts and concepts did not have a large effect on
changing students' attitudes. Getting them involved, however, did.
Many other studies have demonstrated this same phenomenon.
Students have to be taught how to care for something before they will want to
protect it. Research has also shown that many attitudes are fixed by the time a
student reaches high school, so environmental instruction should take place in
the elementary and/or middle school in order to establish positive
environmental attitudes (Knapp, 1972). However, one study revealed an
interesting finding: by the time students were in the fifth grade, they had already
developed positive environmental attitudes, even without any formal instruction
in the subject paus, 1982).
Researchers have noted something else about attitudes: that what
. people say their attitudes are and what they actually are may not be the same.
(Jaus, 1982; Moyer, 1977). With this in mind, testing attitudes is
recognized as a difficult process.
Behavior
Although education and environmental education in particular point to
behavior as being the ultimate goal, the research revealed few studies of
programs with behavior tested. Most of the studies tested knowledge, attitude,
socialization, or self-concept after participating in environmental educational
programs. This could be because behavior is difficult to test. A person may say
they behave in a certain way, but they actually behave differently. To actually
test a person's real behavior, the tester would have to observe the subject's
behavior constantly, which for most research is simply not possible.
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Environmental education is often closely linked to interpretation of
natural resources, the goal of which is also behavior change. Some educators
say that environmental education and interpretation are so similar, it is difficult
to separate them (Hammitt, 1981; Mullins, 1984; Sharpe, 1982).
"Environmental interpretation can and should influence visitors' attitudes or
behavior toward the use of natural resources" (Knapp et aI., 1997). The natural
resources mentioned should include those within the interpretive site as well as
those outside of the site, so that visitors carry what they learn with them and
apply it to their daily lives (Biggs and Roth, 1986; Brown, 1971; Field and
Wager, 1973; Mackintosh, 1986; Mahaffey, 1973; McAvoy and Hamborg, 1984;
National Forest Service, 1991; National Park Service, 1991; Sharpe, 1982;
Tilden, 1957). However, the field of environmental interpretation, like
environmental education, lacks framework for the development of programs
designed to change behavior (Knapp et aI., 1997).
Informal v. formal education
Environmental education has had many problems in discovering the best
method of teaching. The reason for this is because the environmental
movement, like other movements, was based more on intuition and love than
on scientific method; so environmental education has had a lack of research in
methodology (Werling, 1979). Both formal and informal methods of education
make a definite contribution and should be seen as compatible instead of
competitive (McCrea and Weaver, 1984). There is much disagreement among
environmental educators about which instructional approach is more beneficial
to the student and the environment. Some educators believe that basic
concepts are more important to teach than issue-oriented, problem-solving
18
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practices. Others think it is more useful to teach the problem-solving
techniques, as that will accomplish the goal of behavior change faster than
simply teaching basic concepts of the environment (McCrea and Weaver,
1984). However, with budget restrictions as a constant concern for educators
and administrators, there is increasing reluctance to fund informal
environmental education programs without more evidence of success (McCrea
and Weaver, 1984).
There are many different learning theories and definitions about what
constitutes learning. Cronbach's definition states that learning is a change in
behavior as a result of an experience (1954). Another definition emphasizes
learning as a process in which one discovers how to relate to people,. things,
and ideas (Pittenger and Gooding, 1971). Still another states that learning is
the development of a self that can handle reality (Kidd, 1959). One common
thread in learning theories is behavior change toward a person's social and
physical environment.
Informal education has been advocated as an excellent method for
teaching all subjects for years. Although there is not one all-encompassing
definition of what informal education is, there is a general consensus on what it
is not. Educators agree that informal education is not formal classroom
activities in schools (formal being traditional, one-way teacher to student
instruction) (McCrea and Weaver, 1984). Informal environmental education
may include things such as nature study, interpretation, conservation education,
outdoor educational activities, field trips to zoos, and nature centers (Knapp et
aI., 1997; McCrea and Weaver, 1984).
Informal education is seen by many educators as being more effective
than formal education be.cause it harnesses a child's natural enthusiasm for
19
play and exploration, and uses that enthusiasm to educate. Eble (1966)
suggested that "everything possible should be done to make the child's zeal for
play serve the purpose of formal education." Eble also stated that the perfect
educational program is "one that proceeds by surprises and the promise of
other surprises, one that offers the most opportunity for discovery" (1966). As
Mead (19177) stated, "The artificial world is boring ... boredom is the principal
affliction of school children in the United States... Think of the most imaginative
toy in the world. You know what it can do ... You take that same child out and
watch an ant. Nobody knows what the ant is going to do. The child isn't bored."
The mystery of nature, the joy of discovering nature, and the enjoyment of just
being in the outdoors are seen by many environmental educators as the most
important aspects of environmental education (Carson, 1965; Eble, 1966;
Hammerman and Hammerman, 1973; Wilson, 1993, 1994, 1996).
Also, the more senses that are involved in learning, the better that
learning will be (McCrea and Weaver, 1984). Interpreters have been using this
technique for years, creating 'touch and feel' exhibits, audio visual productions,
and even multisensory trails in parks. As Caduto and Bruchac wrote in Keepers
of the Earth (1989), "Lead children to touch and understand a grasshopper, a
rock, a flower, a ray of sunlight, and you begin to establish connections
between the children and their surroundings. Have them look at a tree--feel it,
smell it, taste its sap. . .. Build on these experiences with activities ... to
develop a conservation ethic."
One environmental education program involving a sensory and
conceptual approach was found to significantly increase knowledge and create
positive attitudes toward the environment; these measures were found to be
stable even a year after participation in the program (Gross, 1977).
20
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Creating real situations for participation involves more brain input, thus
giving the student more experiences to remember (McCrea and Weaver, 1984).
Watching and doing are more effective than reading and doing, or being told
about an experience (Eble, 1966). Real experiences also allow answers to
come directly from the students and not from the words of a teacher. The
student is involved in discovering the answers, not just accepting and repeating
what is told.
Real situations, though beneficial, must be carefully examined by the
teacher. Threatening or overpowering situations can hinder learning. For
example, a student presented with a problem too difficult to solve (for that age
or that individual) will likely be overwhelmed and give up (Bigge, 1964).
Teachers should make sure the students are able to succeed, however the
experience should also be challenging (McCrea and Weaver, 1984).
Evaluation of learning should be in the form of observable behavior changes,
not in the form of formal tests, especially when the method of teaching used was
informal (McCrea and Weaver, 1984).
Most educators would agree that learning is personal--everyone learns
in a different way. Therefore, the programs that are the most diverse in methods
should be the most successful. The input children receive does not have to be
orderly to be effective--it can be completely random and unplanned. As Hart
(1975) stated, "the quantity matters, not the order." Learning is also selective--
an individual remembers what he or she wants to remember, so educators
should teach information in a way that will be relevant to the learner (McCrea
and Weaver, 1984).
Tilden (1957) stated that the introduction of new concepts must rel:ate to
previous knowledge or experience, or else learning will be ineffective. This is
21
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not a challenge to most informal educators, as informal methods of teaching are
more open to tailoring to different levels, and more open to student ,involvement
than formal education in general (McCrea and Weaver, 1984).
Games
Games, defined by Magney (1989) as "contests between adversaries,"
have a long history of theoretical benefits. At first, these were listed as mostly
psychological (Casbergue and Keiff, 1998). They restored energy and motor
functions, and even served as a practice for adulthood (G roos, 1901). More
recently, games have been praised by educators as being beneficial to
students in three other areas: cognitive, motivational, and attitudinal (Magney,
1989). Erickson (1963) believed play and games could reduce a child's anxiety
by giving that child a way to express forbidden impulses. Piaget and Inhelder
(1969) stated that children in middle childhood in particular (ages 7-10)
especially benefit from play and games because it helps to consolidate prior
learning while providing new learning opportunities in a more relaxed
atmosphere. The sense of I.ogic that emerges at this age level, Piaget and
Inhelder said, enables children to play games with rules, which allows them to
develop abilities to work with previously learned skills and establish themselves
within a peer-group. This aids social, emotional, and cognitive development.
The game is "a window through which students can enter many academic
realities... and come back with a much fuller knowledge of those realities"
(Magney, 1989).
Boocock and Schild (1968) claim that games are also beneficial because
they provide a means for students to become active in their own learning. In
games, all students participate, not just those who normally dominate academic
22
settings. Games also help by encouraging student-to-student interactions that
are influential on students' performances in instructional settings (Johnson and
Johnson, 1980). They become activities that student look forward to, and allow
more insecure students the chance to participate in a less threatening situation
(Hewitt, 1997). Although games do increase student interest and enthusiasm
for learning (as shown consistently in many different studies), they do not
demonstrate any improvement in cognitive learning when compared to
traditional lecture teaching methods (Magney, 1989).
One study examined an environmental education game designed to
increase environmentally responsible behavior. This game was a board game,
created for the classroom. Hewitt (1997) created the board game for fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade students. She found that students scored significantly better on
the environmentally responsible behavior test after playing the game. Indoor or
out, games can be beneficial to students.
Review of Program Studies
Many studies have been done on outdoor-based environmental
education programs. Hammerman and Hammerman (1973) suggest that an
element missing from many programs is the joy of discovery, which can be
provided if the classroom is extended outdoors. In the outdoors, they say,
students can "... enjoy the pure thrill of discovery along with the plain, down-to-
earth fun of learning. II
George (1967) found that children who participated in activities in
conservation clubs and nature camps were more likely to develop
conservational attitudes later in life. Asch and Shore (1975) did a study of fifth
grade students. Their experimental group, after a two-year hands-on outdoor
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· education program, demonstrated more conservation behavior than their
control group.
It has also been noted that outdoor education programs have other
benefits aside from the actual environmental education that occurs. Many
studies have also discovered improvements in students' self-concept and
socialization. Several studies of students who went to different camps showed
pronounced increases in their self-concept after participating in the camps
(Becker, 1960; Kriger, 1970; Marks, 19'71). Two studies of five-day residential
outdoor educational programs showed similar results in self-concept increases
(Fletcher, 1973; Nowicki and Barnes, 1970). One study of a twenty-one day
Outward Bound program demonstrated no real attitudinal difference in self-
concept (Gillette, 1971).
Several studies of sixth graders at residential camping experiences
showed improvements in socialization skills (Fletcher, 1973; Kranzer, 1958;
Pieroth, 1955), however one study showed no significant improvement (Becker,
1960). Racial acceptance was shown in many studies to be significantly
increased after integrated outdoor education experiences (Senior, 1971; Stack,
1960). Acuff (1976) reported racial anxiety to lower significantly among racially
mixed campers at a five-day residential camp as compared to non-campers.
A study done by Howie (1972) revealed some interesting findings on a
formal environmental education program as compared to an informal, outdoor
program. Though he did not test for behavior, he found that when being taught
the same basic concepts, the fifth grade students who were formally taught in
the classroom scored better on the knowledge test than the students who were
taught the same concepts outdoors. He also discovered that there was a slight
advantage to students going through both the formal classroom instruction and
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the outdoor experience, however this could simply be due to the repetition of
information rather that the setting of the instruction. Howie attributed the reason
for the failure of the outdoor program to be its unstructured nature. He
suggested that a more structured outdoor program might be better than a formal
classroom program. Howie noticed in evaluative statements filled out by
teachers, staff, and students, that the outdoor experience was seen as positive
and beneficial in other ways such as prov,iding enthusiasm for learning, positive
attitudes toward school. and positive attitudes toward the environment.
A study done by Kostka in 1976 revealed less successful findings. She
examined two environmental educational programs in two nature centers in
Minnesota to see if the programs were having a positive effect on
environmental attitudes. What she discovered was that the programs were not
having a significant effect, that the pupils who scored low on the tests did not
like the programs, and these low-scoring groups were reported to be
"impervious to improvement" by the naturalists. However, it should be noted
that the programs consisted of four to five hours of school activities suggested
by the nature centers, and then only a two-hour session at one of the centers.
This was not the original design of the programs. The individual exploration
sessions, which the nature centers usually provided as part of the programs,
was eliminated in order to standardize the research. Naturalists also foUowed
scripts developed for the purposes of standardizing the study, so there was
essentially no room for individual exploration at all. Therefore, the programs
that were tested in the study were not the real programs the nature centers
normally used. It is possible that standardizing the programs for the study
modified them in such a way as to make them ineffective.
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Conclusi.on
In conclusion, based on all the research, an effective type of
environmental education program should be one that is informal, has some
indoor classroom preparation, an outdoor experience which includes some
opportunity for individual exploration and discovery, encourages
environmentally responsible behavior, and is in the form of a game. The
"Riddle of the Woods" program at Oxley Nature Center has all these elements.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The "Riddle of the Woods" program at ONC was chosen for this study
because it had all the elements necessary for an excellent environmental
education program, according to the research. This study examined this
program in detail to discover its effectiveness. If shown to be effective, the
program could become a model for a new type of environmental educational
curriculum--outdoor mystery games. It should be noted that the researcher
gained full approval from Oklahoma State University's Institutional Review
Board before conducting this study.
Program Design
The c:R.jdd[e ofthe Woods
I come tfz.rougfi space witfiout a sfiip}
Carrying my prize to tfiose wfio neecf.
rrhe green ones wirrcapture me} arufdiange me arouncf, 6ut
tfiougfi tfz.ey neeame} tfz.ey can't fioY me.
:Now I am Long-ear arufSwimmer arufWfiite-tai' througli S~­
feg arufSinger, towarajoumey's eruf.
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I am Crawfer andJ{owfer andOne With :No rraif; S~-screamer
anda{[refease me when they die.
Last to the smarrones with no green to sfiow, wfio wi[[use me,
andendme, and6egin again.
rrogetlier we 6uiU£; we 6reatlie, we grow, and ifyou '[[k¥ep us,
we '[[k¥ep you, for you see, witliout us, liow cou[dyou 6e?
(foundon an o[ddes~ dutteredwitli notes andmagnifying femes andanima{drawings .
. .J
The following information about the "Riddle of the Woods" program was
based on an interview with the program's creator. The "Riddle of the Woods"
program was created by ONC in 1984 to teach the concepts of energy flow and
the food chain, which met the environmental curriculum requirements for fourth
grade students in Tulsa Public Schoots. ONC is located near the Tulsa Zoo in
Mohawk Park, a city-operated park. The program was modeled after another.
program, "The Treasure of the Salt Marsh;" however, no documentation could
be found regarding the origins of that program. Although the "Riddle of the
Woods" program does not have a mission statement, the mission statement for
ONC is "To protect the natural resources placed under our stewardship, to use
those resources to provide inviting leisure opportunities to the visitor, and to use
those opportunities to provide the highest quality interpretive services which
allow the visitors to increase their awareness, appreciation, and knowledge of
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our natural and cultural history." Environmental education is not a part of that
mission, except for the very last part of the mission statement.
The "Riddle of the Woods" program is extremely popular with science
teachers in the Tulsa area. Teachers must reserve a day at ONe for the
program at least a year in advance. The program is offered during two seasons
of the school year. The fall section runs from late September through mid-
November, and the spring section runs from late March through early May.
ONC originally allowed only Tulsa Public Schools to participate, but then
expanded its capacity to allow private schools, other school districts, and
groups (such as scout troops).
The "Riddle of the Woods" program involves three parts. The first part of
the program is a visit to the school by one of the nature center's full-time staff, or
one of several trained volunteer naturalists (ONC has approximately 40-50 of
these volunteer naturalists each year). During this visit, the naturalist presents
a slide show with pictures of the nature center, reviewing the types of plants and
animals students might see at ONC during their visit. The naturalist also
discusses cert.ain vocabulary words with the students such as "herbivores,"
"wetlands," and other words listed in their Nature Guidebook (see Appendix A).
Students are notified that they will be nature detectives, out to solve a mystery
for ONC. That mystery is the "Riddle of the Woods", which is printed in the
guidebooks. The discussion includes what type of clothing to wear out to ONC
on the date of their trip, what to bring for lunch, and other details of that nature.
The naturalist leaves a sealed packet with the teacher that is marked TOP
SECRET. In this packet are the students' guidebooks. The teacher is given an
instructional booklet, which also includes the mystery, has answers to the
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activities in the students' guidebooks, and explains the "Riddle of the Woods"
program in detail.
Schools from outside the Tulsa area do participate in the program.
However, due to financial constraints, ONG cannot provide this site visit to these
schools. In these cases,. there is no slide show presented, and one guidebook
is mailed to the teachers to be copied for all students. Teachers are
responsible for the full introduction to the program and the vocabulary.
The second part of the program involves the actual visit to the nature
center. Students arrive in the morning and are led to a shelter where a staff
naturalist welcomes them to ONC. The naturalist explains some rules (stay
behind the guide, stay together, don't litter, don't damage plants, don't remove
anything from the woods except trash). The naturalist then reminds the
students that they are going to be nature detectives, and that they must help
solve the riddle by looking for clues hidden in the woods (these clues are
actually lines from the riddle, written on split logs and rocks along ONC's paths).
The students are divided into groups of seven to ten. Each group gets its own
trained naturalist, and one by one, the groups enter the woods to start looking
for clues. Each naturalist is trained to encourage students to point out objects of
interest. With seven to ten fourth graders all looking for interesting things such
as clues, animal tracks, nests, and strange plants, many different objects can be
seen in a small amount of time. The naturalist is also trained to stop whatever
he/she is doing when a student points out an object of interest, focus on that
object, and ask many questions (ie. What kind of animal made these footprints?
Which way was it headed? What foods does it eat? Is it nocturnal,? Is it a
consumer or a producer?). When clues are discovered, more questions are
asked as students still attempt to find the answer to the riddle. It should be
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. noted that some students solve the riddle before they get to ONG. This is
another reason why the students are encouraged to point out objects of interest
along the way. It gets all the students involved in the activity, even if they
already know the answer to the riddle.
Because each group's experience relies so heavily on what its students
discover along the way, each group's experience is different. This is very
positive, because when they return to the shelter for lunch, students relate their
tales of discovery to their friends. One group may have found and tasted wild
plums, another mi'ght have seen a snake, and still another might have found a
patch of bizarre-looking mushrooms.
After lunch, the staff naturalist begins to solve the riddle with all the
students. As the individual students are called on to solve each piece of the
. riddle, they get a small wallet-sized card stating that they are official nature
detectives. Those students whose answer is on a puzzle piece put that piece of
the puzzle into place on a large wooden board (a copy of the puzzle is on p.
103 of the teacher's manual, Appendix B). The puzzle eventually reveals the
answer to the IIRiddle of the Woods", LIFE.
A discussion follows summarizing the riddle, emphasizing how all forms
of life and energy are related to each other. The naturalist discusses the
harmful effects of removing objects from the woods, littering, not recycling,
hurting plants and animals. The reasons why these actions are harmful is
always explained from an ecological standpoint, constantly reminding students
that all things are related, and to harm one is to harm many. This 'introduction
to ecology' is a main goal of the program.
The third part of the IIRiddle of the Woods" program is the follow-up
portion. This portion of the program is entirely up to the individual teacher.
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Fallow-up activities are provided for the teacher in the teacher's instructional
booklet, and teachers are encouraged by ONG to do some of these with
students after their visit. However, ONG has no control over this section of the
program. It is understood by ONG that some teachers do no follow-up activities
while others do activities for the remainder of the school year.
Selection of Subjects
For this study, four schools of fourth graders from Tulsa Public Schools
were selected. Although ONG now allows some third and fifth graders to
participate, this study examined only fourth graders since that was the age
group for which the program was designed. Only schools participating in the
fall section of the program were considered. The two schools chosen for the
treatment schools had teachers who were familiar with the program to avoid
any confusion about the progression of the program. These two schools were
Grissom Elementary (School 3) and Emerson Elementary (School 4).
According to ONG's sign-up process, these teachers signed up for the program
a year in advance.
Only schools that did not sign up to participate in the program could be
considered as control schools. The two control schools chosen from the Tulsa
Public School system were Salk Elementary (School 1) and Patrick Henry
Elementary (School 2). They were chosen based on geographic proximity to
the treatment groups to help insure demographic similarity.
Research Design
The research design was a Solomon 4-group study with repeated
measures (Baumgartner and Strong, 1994). The treatment schools were
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divided into treatment groups. Each treatment school had two groups:
Treatment Group #1 (TG1) and Treatment Group #2 (TG2). Each control school
was divided similarly into two groups: Control Group #1 (CG 1) and Control
Group #2 (CG2).
The purpose of using a Solomon 4-group design was to insure that the
pretest had no effect on the learning experience at ONC. If Treatment Group #1
had scored significantly better than Treatment Group #2 on posttest 1, it would
demonstrate that perhaps the pretest itself was a teaching instrument, not
necessarily the program. If Control Group #1 had scored significantly better
than Control Group #2 on posttest 1, it would demonstrate that Control Group
#1 learned from the pretest. In either of these cases, the entire study would be
invalid because the testing instrument would have had an effect on learning,
and would not be an accurate measure of the effects of the "Riddle of the
Woods" program.
TABLE I
TEST DESIGN - SOLOMON 4-GROUP
Took pretest? Took posttest 1? Took posttest 27
Treatment Group #1 Yes Yes Yes
Treatment Group #2 No Yes Yes
Control Group #1 Yes Yes No
Control Group #2 No Yes Yes
There was one testing instrument administered at three different time
periods. The pretest was administered to TG 1 and CG 1 before the scheduled
date of the treatment groups' slide show presentations. Posttest #1 was
administered to all groups within two days of the treatment groups' visits to
ONC. Postlest #2 was a follow-up test given four months after participation in




seri,es of one-way ANOVAs and t-tests at the .05 level of significance. The
independent variables were treatment and time. The dependent variables were
the scores on the test.
Assessment Tool
The instrument used for this study was partially taken from Horvat and
Voelker's Environmental Attitude Inventory, Some Ideas (1976), and partially
created by the researcher and five fourth grade teachers. A copy of the testing
instrument used for the study can be found in Appendix C. The test did not
change between pretest or posttests, nor did it change between control and
treatment groups.
There were three separate subscales on the test. SubscaJe #1, the
knowledge subscale, consisted of numbers 19-27 on the test. These questions
were created by the researcher and were evaluated by five fourth grade
teachers and a staff naturalist from ONC. Comments that teachers and the
naturalist made about the difficulty or relevance of the questions were taken into
consideration, and modifications were made until the test met the desired
objective (that was, to determine if students came away from the "Riddle of the
Woods" program with the environmental knowledge they were intended to, in
as few questions as possible). This subscale was not tested for validity or
reliability. However, since there was no existing test to measure environmental
knowledge about a subject this specific, the researcher accepted the jury's
review of this test as sufficient validation.
The test used to measure environmental attitudes and behavior was
taken from Horvat and Voelker's Environmental Attitude Inventory, Some Ideas
(1976). This instrument was designed to measure "environmental
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responsibility" of fifth and eighth grade students, their perceptions of
environmental problems, and the people who solve these problems. This test
was used in the Hewitt study (1997) on fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students, so
the researcher felt it would work with founh graders even though it was not
designed for that particular grade level. No other testing instrument for fourth
graders could be found that was compatible with the objectives of this study.
The instrument was modified by the researcher and five fourth grade
teachers to insure all fourth grade students could understand the questions.
One change that was made to all of the Some Ideas questions was to modify
the traditional Likert-scale responses (strongly disagree to strongly agree) to
lIyes ," "no," and "I don't know." This change was recommended by the teachers
so that all fourth grade students could understand what their responses meant.
Some Ideas can be divided up into four interpretable subscales; the
researcher chose to use only three of those four in creating the testing
instrument for the current study. The Use/Abuse of Nature subscale is made up
of four questions (numbers 8, 10, 13, and 14 on this testing instrument). The
four questions on this subscale related to attitudes about how to treat nature, so
these four questions were considered relevant to the study. They formed part of
the attitude subscale, Subscale #2, on the current test.
The second subscale from Some Ideas that the researcher used was the
General Environmental Concern subscale, which also consisted of four
questions (numbers 4, 11, and 6 on this testing instrument). One question from
this subscale was eliminated before being added to the test because the fourth
grade teachers felt that students would not understand the question. Another
attitude-type question from Some Ideas that was not part of a subseale was
substituted in its place (number 12 on the current test), but was eventually
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removed from the results because it also confused students, according to the
teachers. The' three questions from Horvat and Voelker's General
Environmental Concerns subscale that were eventually counted in the results
were also included in Subscale #2, the attitude subscale, on the current test.
Subscale #2 finally consisted of seven questions.
The test used to measure environmental behavior was taken from the
Eco-responsible Behavior subscale on the Some Ideas test (numbers 9, 7, and
5 on the current test). Since the knowledg,e subscale had nine questions and
the attitude subscale had seven questions, the behavior subscale had to be
augmented in order to get a more balanced test. The researcher, along with the
assistance of the five fourth grade teachers, created four more questions to
increase the amount in this subscale (numbers 15, 16, 17, and 18 on the
current test). One of these questions, number 17, was later eliminated from the
results because the wording confused students. Subscale #3, behavior, finally
consisted of six questions.
Collection of Data
All of the tests were copied and distributed to teachers by the researcher
at least two days before the test had to be given. Teachers were instructed to
give the test on a certain date (a window of three consecutive days was given
each time to adjust for scheduling conflicts). Teachers were given explicit
instructions on how to distribute the tests. They were told not to discuss the
tests at all, not to help students with answers, and not to mention that the tests
were associated with ONG. The researcher understood that teachers mayor
may not have followed these instructions in the desired fashion, but since some
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tests had to be given to two schools at the same time, it was not possible for the
researcher to conduct the tests.
The pretests were given the week before the s,lide show presented by
ONG to treatment schools, and control schools took the pretest at the same
time. The first posttest was given to all schools and all groups within two days
of the ONG visit by treatment schools. The final posttest was given
approximately four months after the ONC visit to treatment and control schools.
It should be noted that both treatment schools had favorable weather on the
dates of their visits to ONG.
TABLE II
SCHEDULE OF TESTING DATES
SCHOOL PRETEST DATE OF VISIT POSTIEST 1 POSTIEST2
Grissom Elementary 10/20/97 (TG #1) 10/30/97
School 3
(Treatment School)
Emerson Elementary 10/22197 (TG #1) 11/06/97
School 4
(Treatment School)
11/03/97 (TG #1 &2) 2124/98 (TG #1)
2126/98 (TG #2)









10/14/97 (CG #1) NA 10/23/97 (CG #1)
10/22/97 (CG #2)
2/27/98 (CG #2)
Data was coded using a number system. The first possible response in
each question was given a '1,' the second was given a '2,' and so on (the only
question that did not follow that coding was #2, the age question--for this
response, the numerical age of the student was simply entered as that number).
This data was entered into a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) computer program (SPSS, 1990).
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Using the SPSS program, the data from the three subsca~es was then
recoded to give the most desired responses a value of '1.' Undesired
responses, which consisted of all other possible responses in each question
besides the most desired one, were given a value of '2.' The most desired
responses were determined by the researcher as follows:
TABLE III








































The statistical analysis was done on the data using the SPSS program




was performed on each test subsea e separately (knowledge, attitude, and
behavior) to determine if any statistically significant differences existed within or
between groups. Any significant differences found in the ANOVAs were tested








The hypotheses to be tested in this study were that there were no
differences within or between groups on pretest and posttest scores in the
knowledge. attitude, or behavior sections of the test at the 0.05 level of
significance. Subjects who did not answer a particular question were
eliminated from the results for the subsection in which that question occurred.
For example, if a subject left a question on the knowledge subscale blank, that
subject's responses were eliminated from the statistical analysis for the
knowledge subsea/e. This is why the number of subjects changes slightly
between the know/edge, attitude, and behavior subseaIe results. Desired
scores for each question were given a value of '1,' and undesired responses
were given a value of '2.' Therefore, means of lesser value are more desirable
than means of greater value. Mean scores that decrease between tests show
improvement.
Hypothesis 1--Knowledge Subsca/e:
The first hypothesis tested was related to environmental knowledge. It
stated that there was no difference within or between groups on the knowledge














































There were no significant differences within or between groups on the
knowledge subscale of the test. The null hypothesis was not rejected. The
results of this section demonstrated that there was no significant difference in
knowledge between fourth grade students who participated in OXley's "Riddle
of the Woods" program and students who did not participate. It also
demonstrated that there was no significant difference within the different groups
of students between test cycles. This showed that the students who did
participate did not improve their knowledge from the pretest to either posttest.
The students demonstrated a change in their test scores, which although
not significant, showed a trend to improve from pretest to posttest #1 and then to
posttest #2. Since this particular subscale had 9 questions, the most desired
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score would be '9' and the most undesired score would be '18.' No subject
scored an '18' on this section, and the mean scores on each test cycle were
closer to the- desired score of '9' than the undesired score of '18.' Subjects
scored higher than expected on the knowledge portion of the test even on the
pretest. This meant that subjects had environmental knowledge even before
participating in the program. For some unexplained reason, subjects on the
pretest scored no worse than a '15,' but scored worse than a '15' on both
posttests.
The F probability of the ANOVA was within 0.0031 to the 0.05 level of
significance. The researcher considered this to be so close to the 0.05 level of
significance that the researcher performed T-tests at the 0.05 level of
significance, first comparing the different treatment and control groups to see if
any changes occurred between test cycles. In Treatment Group #1, a
significant difference was discovered between the pretest and posttest 1.
TABLE V
KNOWLEDGE SUBSCALE -TREATMENT GROUP #1
BETWEEN TEST CYCLES - T-TEST, p<0.05










The probability was significant for these two test cycles within this
particular treatment group. This group improved its knowledge scores after
participating in the program. The standard deviation and standard error also
3.58 130 p<.OOl*
T-value D.F. 2·tail prob.
* significant at alpha =0.05
F value 2-tail prob.
1.1 0 .69
-
decreased, meaning that scores became more alike from the pretest to the
posttest. Though this information is interesting, since the ANOVA showed no
significant differences, the information gained from this particular T-test is
statistically irrelevant.
Hypothesis 2--Attitude Subscale:
The second hypothesis tested was related to environmental attitudes. It
stated that there was no difference within or between groups on the attitude
section of the test at the 0.05 level of significance.
TABLE VI
ATIITUDE SUBSCALE - ANOVA

















































There were no significant differences within or between g~roups on the
attitude subscale. The null hypothesis was not rejected. The mean scores on
this subscale slightly improved from the pretest to posttest 1, but then got a little
worse from posttest 1 to posttest 2. This demonstrated that students somehow
possibly got confused over time regarding their environmental attitudes, the
group norms changed, or another unexpected variable occurred. These
differences were too slight to make a difference, however. All of the mean
scores were closer to the desired score of '7' than the undesired score of '14.'
This means that subjects scored higher than average on the attitude subscale,
even on the pretest. Subjects already had some positive environmental
attitudes before participating in the program.
Hypothesis 3--Behavior Subscale:
The third hypothesis tested was related to environmental behavior. It
stated that there was no difference within or between groups on the behavior










* significant at alpha = 0.05








Test cycle Count Mean Standard deviation Standard error
Pretest 124 8.44
Posttest 1 236 8.23























There was a significant difference within or between groups at the 0.05
level of significance. The null hypothesis was rejected. As with the other two
subscales, the mean scores were closer to the desired score than the
undesired score on each test cycle. This means that subjects had some
positive environmental behaviors before participating in the program. As with
the attitude subscale, the maximum score on each test cycle increased, or 9'ot
worse over time. This indicated some confusion on the part of subjects with
environmental behavior.
A series of T-tests was performed at the 0.05 level of significance to
determine where the significant difference was. The first T-t,ests were
performed to discover if there was a signj,fjcant difference between cycles; that
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is, if any of the treatment or control groups changed significantly between test
cycles. Those tests were all insignificant. No significant change occurred
between test cycles for any of the treatment or control groups.
T-tests were then performed within the treatment and control groups to
see if there were any significant differences within the treatment or control
groups themselves. Tests were performed for each of the test cycles: pretest,
posttest 1 and posttest 2. There were no significant differences between
treatment or control groups on any of the test cycles.
This indicated that the significant difference shown in the ANOVA had to
be between the schools. Two significant differences were discovered when
comparing school scores on the pretest.
TABLE VIII
BEHAVIOR SUBSCALE - PRETEST SCORES BETWEEN SCHOOLS 2
(CONTROL) AND 4 (TREATMENT) - T-TEST, p<O.05
Variable Number of cases
School 2 27
School 4 32




F value 2-tail prob. T-value D.F. 2·tail prob.
1.18 .658 3.04 57 .004'
-
• significant at alpha = 0.05
These results demonstrated that on the pretest, School 4 (a treatment
school) scored significantly better than School 2 (a control school) on the
behavior subscale. School 4's standard deviation and standard error were less







BEHAVIOR SUBSCALE - PRETEST SCORES BETWEEN SCHOOLS 3
(TREATMENT) AND 4 (TREATMENT) - T-TEST, p<O.05
Variable Number of cases
School 3 36
School 4 32




F value 2-tail prob. T-value D.F. 2·tail prob.
1.49 .264 2.51 66 .014-
-
• significant at alpha = 0.05
These results demonstrated that on the pretest, School 4 (a treatment
school) scored significantly better than School 3 (a treatment school) on the
behavior subscale. School4's standard deviation and standard error were less
than those for School 3. This meant that subjects in School 4 were more likely
to get a correct answer on the pretest, and their s'cores were more alike than
School 3's scores.
The unexplained reason for School 4's high scores went no further than
the pretest. On posttest 1 and 2, there were no significant differences between
schools. That means that however different School 4 was from the other
schools on the pretest, the difference disappeared for the remainder of the
study.
Something interesting did result with School 4's scores on posttest 1,
however. School4's mean on the pretest, 7.9375, is a "better" score than its
mean on posttest 1, which was 8.1970. This demonstrated that after
participating in the "Riddle of the Woods" program, subjects from School 4




chance that the group norms changed over time, or perhaps some other
variable caused this unexpected result.
TABLE X
BEHAVIOR SUBSCALE - POSTIEST 1 SCORES BETWEEN SCHOOLS 2
(CONTROL) AND 4 (TREATMENT) -T-TEST, p<O.05
Variable Number of cases Mean Standard deviation Standard error
School 2 67 8.1343 1.313 .160
School 4 66 8.1970 1.255 .155
Pooled variance estimate
F value 2-tail prob. T-value D.F. 2-tail prob.
1.09 .718 -.28 131 .779
TABLE XI
BEHAVIOR SUBSCALE - POSTIEST 1 SCORES BETWEEN SCHOOLS 3
(TREATMENT) AND 4 (TREATMENT) - T-TEST, p<O.05
Variable Number of cases Mean Standard deviation Standard error
School 3 53 8.3585 1.545 .212
School 4 66 8.1970 1.255 .155
F value
Pooled variance estimate
T-value D.F. 2-tall prob.
1.52 .112 I .63 117 .530
Discussion of results
The Solomon 4-group design of the research allowed the researcher to
determine if the testing instrument by itself was a learning tool. The ANOVA
tests for each subscale demonstrate that there were no significant differences
between groups on posttest 1 for any subscale; therefore subjects did not learn
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as a result of the pretest alone. The data revealed that on the subscales of
knowledge and attitude, there was no significant change between treatment
and control groups. The knowledge subscale showed a probability within
0.0031 to the 0.05 level of significance. The follow-up T-test then indicated that
Treatment Group #1 learned some environmental knowledge as a result of the
program, however this information was statistically irrelevant since the ANOVA
test was insignificant.
The behavior subscale ANOVA revealed a significant difference, and the
follow up T-tests showed that difference to lie between schools. School 4 (a
treatment school) was significantly different than School 2 (a control school)
and School 3 (a treatment school) on the pretest. Why did School 4 score so
much better than these other schools on the pretest?
The researcher interviewed the teachers from each school after all three
tests had been given, and the data had been analyzed. Through the interview
process, it became apparent that School 4 did many more environmental
behavior activities than the other schools. School 4's students take turns
picking up trash on the school grounds. They also do many Earth Day
activities, including an Earth Day play. The teacher at Schoo14 felt that many of
the parents of her students were involved in environmental organizations and
activities as wei:!. This emphasis on environmental behavior could have been a
factor in the high scores on School 4's pretest. However, the fact that School
4's mean score became worse after participating in the program demonstrated
that subjects at School 4 might have become confused on proper
environmental behavior after the program, the group norm changed over time,
or other unexpected variables affected the scores.
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The mean scores on each subscale were always closer to the desired
score than the undesired score. This indicated that subjects already had some
understanding of the knowledge being tested, and some positive environmental
attitudes and behaviors. Even though the mean scores did improve, in general,
on all three subscaJes, no significant differences were found between groups.
However, since the scores on each subscale were high even on the pretest, it is
possible that the improvements could not be significant (they were
mathematically too close to the maximum possible limit of score ranges on the





Based upon the findings in this study, the "Riddle of the Woods" program
at Oxley Nature Center is not effective in changing participants' environmental
knowledge, attitudes, or behavior. Although the behavior subscale ANOVA was
significant, the significant difference was between schools. School 4, a
treatment school, scored significantly higher on the behavior subscale on the
pretest than Schools 2 and 3. One possible reason for School 4's high scores
is the fact that School 4 does more environmental behavior activities than the
other schools. School 4's mean score dropped, however, after participating in
the "Riddle of the Woods" program, indicating that subjects became confused
about proper environmental behavior after going through the program, the
group norm changed over time, or other unanticipated variables affected the
scores.
Treatment group #1 did score significantly better on the knowledge
subscale on posttest 1 than on the pretest. This significant difference, though
encouraging, was not enough for a significant ANOVA probability.
The subjects scored high on all three of the subscales, even on the pretest.
This led the researcher to believe that the desired environmental knowledge,
attitude, and behavior goals of the program were already present in subjects
before participating in the program. In that case, the scores could not improve
significantly because they were mathematically too close to the maximum
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possible limit of score ranges on the pretest to result in a significant difference
on the posttests. The researcher questioned whether this program was age-
appropriate. Were the goals too simple for fourth grade students? Why did
fourth grade students already demonstrate a firm grasp of the subject matter
before participating in the program? Would the program be more appropriate
for younger students?
The researcher made observations of other fourth grade students who
were not subjects in the study. Observations were made while one group of
these students was participating in the program. It was observed that many
students knew the answer to the riddle before entering the woods with the
naturalist. Knowing the answer to the mystery often takes the fun out of the
discovery process, but Oxley designed the "Riddle of the Woods" program so
that even students who know the answer still have fun learning with the
naturaHst. These students were eager to discover objects of interest and point
them out to the naturalist and their friends. The naturalists at OXley are
encouraged to let the students point out interesting things and discuss them
immediately. This lets all students get involved in the discovery process, even if
they have already solved the mystery. This type of teaching method which
utilizes the "teachable moment" is highly effective in keeping students
interested and maintaining their attention.
Although students are involved and excited about discovering objects of
interest, the actual game of finding clues in the woods to solve the mystery is
sometimes forgotten during the walk. The researcher observed that on one trip
through the woods, the naturalist had to point out the clues to the students,
since they were so well-hidden under logs and rocks. This made the process of




Students also were disappointed when they realized that the clues written on
the logs and rocks were lines from the riddle that they already knew. The
researcher observed students making comments such as, "Well, that was a rip
off," "What's the point of those clues?" and "We already knew that."
The researcher also observed that during the end of the walk, students
became lethargic and inattentive. The walk seemed to go on too long for a
fourth grade student's attention span. The excitement and enthusiasm for
discovering objects of interest disappeared as the students began to make
comments about being hungry or tired. It is possible that these slight problems
with the program hindered the learning process.
The researcher interviewed the four teachers whose students were
subjects in the program after all the tests were given. These teachers reported
that their students always show enthusiasm about the program, and usually a~k
to participate in the program again in fifth grade. Teachers also noted that their
students sometimes returned to ONC, usually by encouraging their families to
go. This is perhaps the most observable benefit of the "Riddle of the Woods"
program. The positive effects of the program are spread to those who do not
participate, such as family members. Getting people to enjoy being outdoors is
part of the process of environmental behavior change. People get attached to
the outdoors by enjoying it, and they do not want to see an environment they
are attached to be destroyed (Asch and Shore, 1975; Carson, 1965; Eble,
1966; George, 1967; Hammerman and Hammerman, 1973; Wilson, 1993"
1994, 1996).
The teachers also noted that for being mainly volunteer-based, the
"Riddle of the Woods" program is extremely well-organized. Teachers felt that
the volunteers were always well-trained and reliable. ONC has done an
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excellent job designing and executing such a creative educational program on
a tight budget. The program is so popular in Tulsa area schools that teachers
have to sign up a year in advance. Reservations are on a first-come, first-serve
basis, and they fill quickly. If bad weather occurs on the scheduled dale of a
school's visit, that school is out of luck. There are no make-up dates scheduled
at all. This sometimes means that schools show up in bad weather to
participate in the program. The researcher wonders if the same educational
benefits of the program occur when students must tromp through rain, mud, or
freezing cold weather. The lack of make-up dates was one teacher's only
complaint about the program.
All of the teachers interviewed felt that the program was appropriate for
fourth grade students. According to Tulsa Public Schools' fourth grade science
objectives, students at this grade level must learn the basic c.oncept of ecology
and ecosystems. This is exactly the subject matter that the "Riddle of the
Woods" program was designed to teach. Even though subjects' knowledge did
not change significantly after participating in the program, teachers felt that the
concepts taught were still appropriate for fourth grade. They noted that these
concepts are too abstract and difficult for third graders. The teachers also
reported that even if students know the vocabulary words, the program helps
them to actually see the different ecosystem components. Being from an urban
area such as Tulsa, many of the students do not get a chance to go on nature
walks or experience the natural world in a setting such as ONG. This chance
for discovery in nature is an important part of the educational process,
according to the teachers. Even though the knowledge subscale of the test did
not demonstrate any significant changes, teachers argue that the type of
connections students make between learning the word 'decomposer' in the
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classroom and seeing a mushroom decomposing a rotting log at ONC are an
immeasurable yet critical part of a student's environmental education. This
researcher agrees.
Perhaps, then, what ONC is teaching is not environmental knowledge,
but environmental understanding. The students already know the vocabulary
words; that knowledge is reflected in the high mean scores on the knowledge
subscale of the pretest. What ONC is teaching, argue the teachers, is the
understanding of the vocabulary in a way that cannot be taught inside a
classroom or measured on a paper and pencil test.
The "Riddle of the Woods" program also encourages students to think
about nature in ways they might never have before. Teachers love the way
ONC naturalists let students discover a hole in a tree, for example, and then ask
students to consider why the hole is there, what might live there, and what
would happen if a person threw trash into the hole. This process, teachers
argue, is teaching environmental knowledge, understanding, attitudes, and
behavior all at the same time.
Teachers felt that the attitude portion of the test used in this stUdy was not
specific enough to the "Riddle of the Woods" program to be an accurate
measure of changes in subjects' attitudes toward nature. Fourth graders are
not abstract enough to apply attitudes about specific things they learned at ONC
to other aspects of their lives. The test itself may have been a poor measure of
the environmental know~edge, attitudes, and behavior learned at ONC.
Although this particular study found that the" Riddle of the Woods" program did
not change fourth grade students' environmental knOWledge, attitudes or
behaviors, it is still a wonderfully creative program that sparks student interest in
nature, and it should be studied in more detail.
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Hecommendations
The researcher recommends ONC make some slight modifications to its
"Riddle of the Woods" program. First of all, ONC should write a mission
statement for the program itself. The mission statement for ONC seems too
general to be a mission for the "Riddle of the Woods" program ("To protect the
natural resources placed under our stewardship, to use those resources to
provide inviting leisure opportunities to the visitor, and to use those
opportunities to provide the highest quality interpretive services which allow the
visitor to increase their awareness, appreciation, and knowledge of our natural
and cultural history"). Environmental education is not a part of that mission,
except for the very last part of the statement. The researcher believes the
specific goals of the "Riddle of the Woods" program are to teach fourth grade
students the importance and role of each link of the food chain, how our
behavior can damage the environment, and the vocabulary words rel,ated to
basic ecology. ONC's goals for the "Riddle of the Woods" program are vague to
the visitor, because they are not written into a mission statement. If a mission
statement for this particular program can be developed, a testing instrument that
is specific to the program can be designed to determine ,if students are reaching
the specific goals.
Another recommendation is for students to be given a break during the
walk. A fifteen minute break, taken at a point at which the naturalist feels
appropriate, would decrease students' lethargy and inattentiveness at the end
of the walk. This break could also be a snack break, where leave no trace
principles would be taught and practiced. This would also help students make
it until the scheduled lunch time. Students are not accustomed to the amount of
walking that occurs during the hike, and even though they are encouraged to
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eat a big breakfast, many of the students would benefit from a snack that they
brought from home.
A third recommendation for the program is to make the clues hidden
throughout the woods easier for the students to find so that the naturalist does
not have to find them for the students. This would get the students more
involved in the mystery game.
The clues themselves could also be changed to make the game more
interesting. From the researcher's observations it was apparent that students
did not like the fact that the clues hidden in the woods were parts of the riddle
they already knew. The point of hunting for clues seemed to have no purpose,
since students already knew what all the clues said. Perhaps clues could be
additional pieces to the puzzle, different from the pieces written into the riddle.
The teachers who were interviewed liked the program the way it was.
They were impressed by the amount of learning that takes place in such a short
amount of time. However, one teacher complained about the fact that ONC had
no make-up days in case of bad weather or problems with transportation. ONG
has no make-up days because it triles to schedule as many schools as it can
into the time periods available. Teachers realize that make-up days would be
extremely difficult to schedule, but they would be greatly appreciated.
Another suggestion for a change to the program was made by one
teacher who felt the program might be improved by making it a two-day visit
instead of one. This teacher stated that there is so much to explore at ONC,
students do not get a chance to see all the different ecological communities
present at the site. With the short amount of time a school has at ONG, there is
not enough time to fully explore the communities they do get to see. To combat




a two-day visit (perhaps a visit in fall and another 1n spr,ing, or a visit of two
consecutive days). The first day would be devoted to solving the riddle, with the
program proceeding the same way it already does. The second day would
involve the students studying and observing two or three different communities
in detail. These studies would be brought back to the classroom in the form of
projects, graphs, lists of plants and animals observed, research papers or other
types of follow-up activities. The teacher felt that ONC needs to expand its
program by adding more volunteers and allowing more schools to participate.
Call for Future Research
The "Riddle of the Woods" program needs to be investigated in more
detail. There are many possibilities for the implementation of a program such
as this in other nature centers and park settings. The program is inexpensive,
easy to design (once the riddle has been written), and will most likely be
popular with local teachers in any area.
Some more research needs to be done on this program, however, in
order to answer questions this study did not. Since randomness was limited in
this study in the choosing of four schools, the four particular schools chosen
could have had some impact on the results. A random selection of subjects
should be studied, using the same methods, to determine if that was a factor.
It is also possible that the test itself was a factor. As stated in Chapter 2,
the evaluation of learning should be in the form of observable behavior
changes, not in the form of formal tests, especially when the method of teaching
used was informal (McCrea and Weaver, 1984). Perhaps it is not possible,
then, to give a paper and pencil test that accurately measures student learning




test for environmental knowledge, attitudes, and behavior designed for fourth
grade students can be obtained or created, the same study should be repeated
with that new instrument. If not, a study should be done using observations of
environmental behavior as the testing. instrument.
Many of the attitude and behavior subscale questions on this test were
not specifically related to the "Riddle of the Woods" program. The program
could also be teaching environmental understanding, rather than
environmental knowledge. This instrument was not designed to test
environmental understanding, although the researcher questions whether any
instrument can effectively measure environmental understanding. If one can be
designed, this would be an excellent follow-up study.
The researcher is aware of the fact that much student success can be
related to a teacher, or in this case, to the particular naturalist taking the
students on the walk at ONG. It is possible that students having one naturalist
learn quite a bit while students having another naturalist do not learn much at
all. A study could be designed to compare individual naturalists by testing the
students who are guided by them.
Is weather a factor in the educational experience? The groups tested in
this study had fair weather on the dates of their visits. The researcher questions
if the same amount of learning occurs if students are uncomfortable due to
weather conditions such as rain, mud, cold, heat, or other environmental
conditions such as numerous mosquitoes. A study should be done comparing
the learning that occurs in good weather compared to unpleasant weather.
ONG takes students through the woods, even in rain and cold if the teachers
want to go. This is because there are no make-up dates scheduled, so
teachers are willing to endure bad weather for the educational experience they
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feel is so valuable to their students. However, if no learning ta:kes place
because students are uncomfortable, then taking students through the program
in bad weather might be a waste of time.
In conclusion, even though this particular study found the "Riddle of the
Woods" program to be ineffective in changing fourth grade students'
environmental knowledge, attitudes, and behavior, the program is still worth
further investigation. It gets students excited about being outdoors. It brings
other people to the nature center as students want their families to see what
they saw on the trails. It allows students to discover the wonders of nature. The
test used in this study, the non-random selection of subjects, or the particular
naturalists that led the program may have had effects on the results of the study
that the researcher could not perceive.
The basic formula of the" Riddle of the Woods" program is easy to
replicate. and can be implemented to teach about the structures of different
ecological communities. The riddle might have to be modified or rewritten, but
the design of the program itself is adaptable. It can also be implemented not
only in nature centers and parks, but also in botanical gardens, zoos, outdoor
classrooms, or simply on school property. Children love mysteries, games and
scavenger hunts. If educators can take these elements, as ONe has done, and
use them to get children to learn about and love the outdoor environment, then
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otiler nature clues at school & at home. and soon
you'll be ready. If you need help wilh anyUllng. ask
your teacher or a librartan or your folks. Or. you can
save your quesUons for Ule day of your fieh.ltrlp: you
might find the answers at tile Nature Centerl
TIlere are Ideas for Ullngs to do after the fieldtrlp.
too. Once you become a Nature DetecUve. you can be
one for tile rest of your l1fe. If you want. \l's a great
hobhy, and Ulere are always new ancl exclUng U11ngs
to dlscoverl
'<
'Togellier u1t 6ui{cf, we 6rUllfie, tVtlJ'0w, and ifyou'a Kp:p us,
Wt'r{ KJ.Lp you, for yuu su, witfiuut w, fww couUf you 6t?
(found on an old desk. cluttered with notes and magni-
fying lenses and aruma! drawings ...
2
It's time to begin...
3
'I'll fCC Pluces to Explore
I
l'OIl will lJisit these three Jllaces (It Oxic!) Na/ure Cenler:
'. NTH!. CMMNTY OF l.AnCE AND SMALL PRDCRS,
'.NIl TIlE CNSMI1S AND DCMPSRS WHICH USE 'nilS
·.l.i:.i\ TO FIND FOOD & SHELTER
Three Special Words
Break Ihe codes 10 discover Ihe meanings oj three spe-
cial words.
1-14-9-13-1-12-19 23-8-9-3-8 7-5-20
20-8-5-9-18 5-14-5-18-7 -25 2-25 5-1-20-
5-18 1-14-9-13-1-12-19.
Place: _
9-14-7 16-12-1-14-20-19 15-18 15-20-0-
'-J
W
(l:!Ul~IVO:J 21 J1:JIIlVI ym1UMMO:J .lMIUTA\1 A
.:1MIT mrr ';)0 TIlAq rreA3.J TA Jl3TAW t-mw
O\1A Zl11/UQ 81TAUgA eUOISlAV 3H311W O~
.3VlJ JAMIHA
Place: _
/\ I.AHUTAN YrtNUMMOC MADE UP OF LLAMS
~INAI.P, SUCII AS S~SARGAND SI3URHS. AND
'1'1-11': SI.AMINA WHICII USE 1'1113 AilEA FOR DOOF
AND RI;:TLEHS.
Answer:
MAltE M ~ e OWN ~-


















Try to fl11d aU the Key Words In this patch of RJa=
letters. (A good Nature Detective should J,P6'











E COL 0 G Y RET A W S S
N N A W PRE D A TOR U S
V A V N L ARC 0 W DEN 0
I X W I T I P 0 S E U C L M
R Y F A RRONUTOU I Eo T L II R 0 G S M L D D G R
N I Y C F.ENUAAEOIIO
M N X D G INMCNRR T V
EUFOURNEEDSP T IN M I 0 FMARSNAKUN
T M E F ORE S T S T E R R
ROLOMN I V 0 REA T A
E C DEC 0 M P 0 S E R L C


















(These Key Words mlght help you wUh some oj the oth-






(These will help you solve /he puzzles &. codes.}
Carnlvorc· an animal which eats (or consumes) other animals for
energy (meal ealer).
COmmunity- a group of plants & animals living togeUler In the
same area. What community do you lIVe In?
Consumer- anImals which get their energy by eaUng plants or
other anlmals. Are you a consumeI'?
DecomDoscr- organisms (like bacterla. mushrooms. or termites)
which get energy by breakJng down the cells of dead plants or an-
Imals. turning them back Inlo soil (soil maker).
~- the study of the dependence of plants & anhDals on one
another. and their dependence on the environment.
Eny1ronmcnl. the world around you. your sWToundlngs:
a) Urhan Environment (Clty)- surroundings which people change
for themselves.
h) Nalmal Enylronment (wtld place)· surroundings relaUvely un-
changed by people.
Enylronmcnlal Awareness- an understanding
and appreclaUon of the natural and urban environments. ThIs Is
what you Will develop for YOlmletr after you solve the mystery of
the IUddle of the Woods.
E1cld- a natural communlly made up of small sun-loving plants.
such as glqSses & shrubs. and the animals which depend on this
area for food & sheller.
food Chaln- the order of what eats what.
~. a natural community made up of large uees and smaller.
shade-lovttlg plants and the anIma19 which depend on this area
for food & sheller.
Herbtvorc· an an1IIlal which eats (or cpnswnes) plants fpr energy
(plant eater).
8
Omnlyorc- an animal which eats (or consumesI boUI plants ami
animas for energy. Wllat are you?
~- an animal Ulat hunts & kills other animals for food.
fIe.l!- an animal which Is hunted ~{ kIlled for food by a predator.
Producer- lIvtng LhJngs which make (or produce) Ulelr own food
using soil. air. water. and energy from sunUght (green plants).
WeUands· a natural community which Is covererJ with water at
least part of the year. and where vanotls aquaUc plants and ani-
mals live (stream. creek. mer. pond. lake. ruar9h. swamp).






ANIl\IAL TRACKS (in (l/Ifi"~'m)
(for [Jle illlSWel1l, follow each lIne of lmc\<!) 01110 pAge 1,,-, O·
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Every Naturr. Detective learns to look for clues. be-
2ause 1IIost wild animals are not aCUve durIng the day,
,lJltl are also very shy ami seldom seen. Plants can
also provide many cilles aboul the past. as well as
,lElut the animals of nil area. Here are some Ullngs to
be aware of:
Mashed or Umken...Il1an1s- was thts an animal's hed
last night, dill an antmal eat here, or Is It a trail? If It's
a Lratl, where does It go, and why?
llibblerl nllts or herrles or (ruUs or mushrooms or
:ill:lll.s.- how big were Ule animal's teeUl? How long ago
was It here? Where (ltd the fooll come from?
llilw:s- what 1<lnd of animal did Uley llelong to? How
dldlldle? llow long ago did It dIe?
IloJes In tile CrQ.und- who dug Ulls hole and why?
Ilow deep does Il go? (nole: alUlOugh snakes like to
live In holes. but Uley cannot dig a hole for Ulem-
selves; Uley have to find one to live In.)
lli:nppll1Cs (also called Scall- lots of Infomlallon herel
Bow big was the 3nllllal, COlli pared to a dog? 1I0w long
ago was It here? What had It been eatlng. and Is it a
healthy animal? What else can you find?
,__. -X· /J /.:
,.~....- .. 'Ii- ','
.:.~.;,. .f: v~~~:
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I«pais don', sfww clUJ,{y, Cono fWu{ful fJJntf in frolll offil/{t/ron I fUI
1."
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MORE ANIMAL TRACKS O.
(for the answers. follow each Illle of tracks onlo page 12)
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a Eat a huge breakfast.
o Dring a lunch (wino
glass contaJners In 11.)
a Put your namc 011 YOllr
lunch sack.
o Leave YOllr valua1Jlc








The most exciting part was
My naturalist's name wasS-.. _
My favorite tiling was _
TIle weallier was _
My checkUst of things to do and bring:
a Brtng pennisslon sUp,
a Wear comfortable old
dollies Ulat can get wet or
muddy.
a Wear a hat, long thick
I socks. long pants. and







Try to figure out what the blrd's domg: Is it eaUng.
bathing. escaplng, call1ng for a mate, announclng Its
territory...? Does the bird have any unusual colors or
markings? What kJnd of beak and feet does It have?
Is Il bigger or smaller than a robm?
Il lakes pracUce to he able to spot birds. but once
you've trained your eyes to see them and your ears to
hear Ulem. Uley are a good clue to what's going on
around you. For Instance. are Ule blue Jays giving
Ulelr alann call? Maybe people are approaching. Or,
are a lot of different birds fussing and screeching?
Maybe a snake Is after a nest of eggs or a fledgUng.
Can you hear crows talking to each other? Stand very
stili and make "pshl pshl" noises. Many birds \\111
Ullnk It's a young bird calling for help and will fly close
to sec what's going on. eye
IDpOJhead~Jorehead
cheek { bUJ
back oj neck 1
side oj neck 1
back--
wing bars
Note: Nalure DetecUves know that Ll\c best parents for baby
LlJ ds are adull uLrds. U you find a fallen nesLJ1ng that has feaLl,-
ers hill can't n~,. Jllst le~\':: It al0ne. It's probably a "branc!ler.'· a
baby too big for the nest but too young to Oy. The parents ",111
fullow II around & care for IL lf II Is bUnd &. helpless. ask an
adulllo help you put Il back 1n Its nest. uSlng gloves lD protect





Pyramid of Life Wetlands
Each of LJlese creatures Is found In or around water.
I Each has a favonle place to be.
Draw each creature In Ils usuallocalloll, or put Its number there.
Put a slar beside every creature you ha\'e seen In realllfe.
Draw Unes between anlrual9 lhat eal each olher. 21
9. DRAGONfLY
10. TU£m..E

















Why do you suppose there are more producers (green plants)
Ulan prtmary consumers lalso caUed herbivores?) Or more po-
mary consumers than secondary consumers (also called eaml-
20 vores. or omnJvores?)
lIlhr,r do ,ro.l.:rn Jet the''' fNrrr!
Whal plants & alllIllals did you
find at the Nalure Celltel?
Llsl or draw each one In LJle
apJlrOpnale category here,




' ,. ( •••al I ..,. M1 a' .
MORE THINGS TO DO AT HOME
Now that you are an official Nature Detecllve, you
c.an have fun with your new skills.
o Note: be very careful around wlltl animals of any
kind. Some anLtnals can sUng; nearly all can bile or
scratch, and some could make you pretty sick.
23
o Picl{ out a special tree or small plot of land near
your home, and watch It Uuough Ule seasons. Tahe
pictures or make sketches for each season.
o Visit other nature traJls and parks ami llH1SCUIIIS.
Use your Nature Detective skills to COlllpClrc how some
things are Ule same (like producers anrt consumers
and decomposers,) while other Ullngs may be vcry dif-
ferent (maybe there Is a rocky creek or a sandy beach
or a steep wooded cUff to explore.)
o Make a terrarlum or an aquartum. If you have ani-
mals In either place. make sure they have enough
room to be happy and healUly, and Ule right kJnd of
food and water (spiders must drink out of a sponge or
dampenel1 sand, for Instance.) and the right amount of
lIght and darkness. In fact. II would probably be best
If you turned the a.n1rnals loose after- a day or two, In-
stead of keeplrlg them "Ln Jail" forever, or unUI Uley
die.
o Start a Nature Detecllve's Journal or Scmphook.
Keep all your draWings and sketches In a Notebook.
Make sure you have a place to write down YOllr discov-
eries and observaUons.
o Make a plaster-of-parts cast of an animal track
(you may need to check out a book from the IIhrary to
show you how to do this, or asl{ an adult for help.)
Wl.... It..,
22
o E>q)lore your own neighborhood. looking for tracks
and animal homes, and Ustenlng for Insects and birds.
o Make a feeding staUon for birds and squirrels. If
yOll can't buy bird seed. try gl\1ng them bread crusts
and acorns and kitchen scraps (remember, If It's not
really very healthy for you to eat, lJke potato chips and
candy, It's probably not very healthy for your wild
friends, eIUler.) You may end up with a raccoon or
opossum or field mice visiting your feedlrlg staUon,
tool Your feedlrlg staUon should be protected from
neighborhood cats and dogs, If possible. If there are
trees and bushes to hide In nearby, your vtsllors will
be safer and wl\l be more likely to come to your feedlrlg
staUon. It may take them several weeks to find your






Adams, Richard Nature Day & Night & other books
Allison. Linda The Reasons For Seasons
Blaustein, E. & R. InvestlgaUng Ecology
Brett. Jan Annie & the WUd Animals
Bums. Martlyn I Am Not a Short Adultl
Caney. Steven ~Illfr1G.a
Carson, Rachel A Sense of Wonder and other books
Ch1nery, Michael EnJQying Nature With Your Family
Cornell. Joseph Sharing Nature With ChUdren
Docekal. EUeen Nature DetecUve How to SQlve
Outdoor Mysteries (riJ"," ".wl 10 W....tOI ou-v ~I"rt [lnl.,O
Dr. Seuss The Lorax
Eckert. Allan W. Incident at Hawk's Hill
Env. AcUon CoalJUon It's your EnvJronment
George. Jean C. My Side of the Mountain & others
Goble. Paul The Gift Qf the Sacred Dog and others
James. Bessie R. The Happy Animals QfAta-ga-W
Jobb. Jamie The Night Sky Book
Klpllng. Rudyard Just So StQries and other books
Mitchell. Andrew The YOllng Naturalist
Morrison. Gordon The CuriouS NaturalJst
Palmer. WUllam R. Why the North Star Stands SI111
Palmer & Fowler FleldhQQk of Natmal History
Pamall. Peter Everybody Needs a RQck & others
Pettit. Ted S. A Guide tQ Natme ProJects
Schwartz. C. & E. WUrl Mammals Qf Missouri
Selsam. MUlleent How to be a Nature DeteeUye
Seton. Ernest T. Wild Antmals I Haye Known'
Sisson, Edith A. Nature With ChUdren or All Ages
Stokes, D. & L. Nature Guide series
Teale. Edv.1n W. Autumn AcroSS America &. others
Wigginton, Ellot The Foxflre Books
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The Riddle of the Woods
~~ I come throUfl" space without £l ship,
Carrying my priu to tho.se who need.
. .
.The green OJlt5 wiJl rupture. me,£lnd chlln¥ me
ltrounJ, 13ut thoo~ they ned me, the.Y cant holJ me.
N'ow , am Loll9~ear, an.J 5wimmey; and WhiteJait
'fhrough 5iX~ (, Singer; towar(\ joume:J:S en~.
;I am CrdWlet:, anJ Howler;o~ One With No Tait
-$ky-5~eamcr~aJt releASe me when they ~ie.
Last to th~ small ones, with 110 ~ee.n to:-ho,,!-
Who will use me" &1~ enJ tne.,£lnJ b~in (9ain.
To¥ther we bUil~, we breathe, we grow,
a~ 'If you'll k p US~ we·1l keep !lOU, for HOU .see.,
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The purpose of this program Is to introduce students to the world
of nature. Each part of the program has been carefully developed
to ensure a quality ~ertence for your students as they explore
the natural environment of Oxley Nature Center.
There are three basic parts to the program:
11 Before the FieJdtrlp. which Is deSigned to prepare both
you and your students. building exdtement. setting goals.
and developing an understanding about what the vtslt to the
Nature Center will be llke.
21 The On-SIte Praenun. which will be presented by the
professional staff and trained volunteer naturalists at Oxley
Nature Center.
~l Mtcr the FieJdtrlp. which Is a series of in-class and at-
home follow-up actMtles designed to help your students to
build upon and reinforce the new Jdeas they have dIscovered
at the Nature Center.
Proeram Goals
':AU living things, including ourseloes. are dependent 071 other liJ.;iJlg
tltirlgs for LIFE. This tnterdepen.dence is fueled by the e.nergy oj the
sun. •
That sums up "the Big Picture." the overall conoept of what we're
trytng to convey to the students. Students should leave the Nature
Center understanding that:
1) life on earth Is made possible by the energy of the
sun.
2) allllvtng t11fngs. including people. are dependent on
other llV1ng things for survival. and
31 people have a greater capadty to affect the way the
environment works and so have a responsJblUty to







The Nature Center recommends. but doe.; Dot reQuip', that your
school provide volWlteers to accompany the students on the day of
their fieldtrtp. A ratio of one adult for every 7 to 10 students will
match the Nature Center's recruJtment goals. and should result in
one school volWlteer chaperone available to assist with each trail
group.
The Nature Center will provide a three-hour orientation and
tra1n!ng session for school volWlteer chaperones at the beg1nnlng
of each season, 1n September and again 1n March. This trainint
1, nry strQn~y recommended for all school yolunteer chapc-
I.an.cL In fact. the Nature Center staff would rather have no school
volWlteers than untrained school volunteers,
An information/recru1tInent .flyer will be sent to all Tulsa PubUc
Schools from the Education Service Center at the beg.Lnn1ng of the
school year. All other schools using this program may request a
flyer from Oxley Nature Center. if one has not already bee:n Includ-
ed W1th this teachers' manual.
Teacher Orientation
A one-houI" orientation session for teachers Is scheduled at the
be:glnn1ng of each season. 1n September and again in March. The
session is held after school at Oxley Nature Center. whJch gives
you a chance to find the place and look 1t over before the day of
your fleldtlip. It provides an opporturUty to confirm dates and
times, to outline the details of fieldtlip preparation and responslbU-
lties, and to clear up any questions on your part. No h.1.ldng Is in-
volved. Call the Nature Center (669-6644) to find out the date and
time. If you have not already been notified.
This tlalpin&: Is very 8tron~y recommended for all tenchers




All Tulsa schools scheduled to Search For the Riddle of the
Woods will have a V1sH from an Oxlev naturalJst about a week be-
fore their fleldtrlps. The naturalist Will present a thirty-m!nute
slidt: program that introduces vocabulary and basIc concepts and
also helps the student develop some expectations about the tleld-
O1p. DetaJls of what to wear, what to bring are dIscussed, and 11"
time permits, some questions will be answered. The naturalist will
also deliver a packet of student handbooks.
o Check to Bre when your In-Clase Vielt Is scheduled.
If you have any problems with the date and/or time, please
notify the Nature Center (669-6644) with at least two day" norte" in
order to re-schedule the V1s1t.
The whole purpose of wnt1ng thJs program as a mystery Is to
bulld e.'CcJtement and suspense. to pJque your students' interest
and Curiosity. and to allow them to develop their own skills of ob-
servation and deduction. It should be fun!
o Plan to spend a sbort ampunt of time (15-45 mlDutes) each
day fpr a week or 110 before the fieldtrip. dJscusSing and working
on the student handbooks and the Riddle of the Woods. Don't
solve the Riddle before you get to the Nature Center; speculate and
wonder and come up with possJbillUes and questions to test and
answer on the day of the fieldtrip.
Arrange to have someone specJaI. maybe the pr1ncJpal. deliver the
packet of student handbooks to the classroom. Make a dramatic
moment of Opening The Packet. Read the Letter from the Nature
Center to the class.
All schools scheduled for the RJddle of
the Woods wruch are iDeated Ofltside the
Tl.J1.sa city UrnJts will recetve their packets
of srudent handbooks and fleldtrtp confir-
mations through the maJI. In-Class VIsIts
are not available for schools outside of




~ c~ FOA NATURE DETECTJIUS
~~ ONLY
·SEARCHING FOR ~E
RIDDLE OF TMf WOODS·
o Actitritu One: Read the Letter.
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J&tter From the Nature Center
HeUo NatJ..ITe De!ecri.ves.
Here at Oxley NaJ::ure Center. we are in the business oj soLuing
riddles. The people who work here are called TUlOffalists. and it is
ourjob to trwestigate the beaJ.Ltijul and sometimes mysterious hap-
penings in the UJOrld ofn.ature. You will. be tJisittng us soon.. and we
hope you. will help us sol.ZJe the mysterious "Riddle of the Woods . ..
Not long ago. one of the naturaliscsfol.J.J'U1 chis Riddle. lying on
an old desk. clutrered with nature notes. magnifying lenses. and an-
imal drm.uings. It was written by an old nature detective. This old
e~lorerofthe woods lived OJTlDng and with the wild creaJ::ures and
plants of the forest. .fields. and wet1and.s. By watching the pLanLs
and animals grow and live. the old natw"e detectWe began to u.n.d..er.
stand how everything in na.ture works together. and that we hu-
mans are also part of the worldngs ojnature.
During your visit to the Nature Center. we will need. to study
natw'e like the old n.a.ture detective did. if we are to solve the Riddle.
We will need to use all ofour senses and be aware ofall cJuu is hap-
pen.ing arowui us. We will befiru1.tng clues to the Riddle left behi.nd
by the old nature detective and by the plants and animals of the Na-
ture Center.
Before your visit you will need to pr~e your nature derec-
tive sk:i11s. In your handbooks you willjind somejun and helpful ac-
tilJities for you to do. They will help you prepare for a great day of
riddle-searching to come. Carefully listen to your teacher's instrLLC-
tions. and. get ready for your jield.tripJ
With good preparatinn. and by USing all ofour senses when
we explore the Nature Center together. we should. be able to sollJe
















Now read to the class. or have a student read aloud. the mysteri-
ous "Riddle of the Woods." Pass It around th,~ <..:lass. and then post
Jt In a special place. preferably near a table 0;- in an area desIgnat-
ed as a temporary "nature center." Later on. th.ls Is where natural
objects brought in by students. such as nuts. shells. feathers,
stones. and other tWngs. can be dlsplayed and looked at alld han-
dled.
o Activity Two: Read the Riddle and post it.
The Student Handbooks
The student handbooks are designed to prepare the students for
their fleldtr1p With vocabulary and basic nature study skills. The
activities should not be presented In such a way that the students
feel that they will be tested on them or that they must memOrize
them, The reward wtll come later, when they are able to use these
words and skills dw1ng the fleldtrip. The students should work on
these activities at their own pace. but you should plan a litHe time
each day to review a small section or a particular activity.
o Actiuitll Three: Pass out the Student Handbooks and go
over the Introduction together.
(You may also want to Introduce the first activity now;
Three Places to Explore.)
Three PJaces To Erplore
There are many different kinds of plants and animals th::l.t live at
Oxley Nature Center. because there are manj' dlfferent kinds of
places for them to lJve. Here are clues to the three types of IJabi-
tats. or places to live. that you will explore dUring your ficldtr1p.
('The DefinJtions might be a good place to look for help wtth these
puzzles.)
o Actiuitll Fpur; Solve and discuss Page 4 of the Student





Three Places to Explore
(Teacher'. Answer Sheet)
A NIRL CMMNI1" OF LARGE AND SMALL PRDCRS.
AND TIlE CNSMRS AND DCMPSRS WHlCH USE
nilS AREA TO FIND FOOD & SHELTER
To break the Code: put in the misSlng vowels.
Answer: "A natural community of large and small producers and
the consumers and decomposers which use this area to find food
and shelter."
Place: Forest, or Woodland,
Follow-up Questions: What kinds of forests are there? What._
types grow In Oklahoma? How are they allke or different?
03R3VO:::> eI H:::>JHW Y1WIUMMO:::> J.AHtrrA~ A
.3MIT 3Hr ';fO THNI TeA3J TA RnAW KIlW
OHA en1AJq :::>ITAUQA eUOUiAV ~3HW ffi1A
.3Vll e..IAMrnA
To break the Code: hold the page up to a mtrror.
Answer: "A natural commun1ty which 15 covered wtth water at
least part of the time. and where vanous aquaUc plants and ani-
mals live."
Place: Wetlands
Follow-up Questions: How many kinds of wetlands can be
found In the Tulsa area? How are they alike or d1fferent?
A lARlITAN YTINUMMOC MADE UP OF LlAMS
STNALP. SUCH AS SESSARG AND SDURHS. AND
nrE Su..MINA WHICH USE THIS AREA FOR DOOF
AND REIl..EHS.
To break the Code: rewrite the odd-looking words: they're spelled
backwards.
Answer: "A natural community made up of ~mall plants. such as
grasses and shrubs. and the anJrnals which use thJs area for food
and shelter,"
Place: FJeld. or OJ nssland,
Follow-up Questions: What kinds ofarumaJs prefer to Ii 'e in the




To break the Code: 1 =A 2 =B. 3 =C. _.. 24 =X. 25 =Y. 26 =Z.
Answer: "AnJmals which get their energy by eatlng plants or oth-
er animals."
Answer: -CQuswncrs
Follow-up Questions: What are some consumers that live in














<0 6-" MAKE M + '*' OWN ~
FROM 11iE N 000 R 000 G ..9F. mE iQl
In a rebus code. the comblnation of words. letters. and pIctures
illustrates the sounds of the syllables.
Answer: "1 can make my own food from the energy of the sun."
Answer: lI.!~ucers
Follow-up Question.•: What kinds of plants live where you do?
Do they make anything besides food?
12-9-20-26-13-18-8-14-8 4-19-1B-24-19 25-9-22-26-16 2.1-12-4-13
7-19-22 24-22-15-15-B 12-21 23-22-25-23 11-15-23·
26-13-23 26-13-18-14-26-15-8. 7-6-9-13-18-13-20
7-19-22-14 25-26-24-15 1B-13-7-12 8-12-18-15.
To break the Code: 1 =Z. 2 =X. 3 = Y.... 24 =C. 25 =B. 26 = A.
Answer: "Orgarusms which break down the cells of dead plants
and animals. turning them back into soU."
Answer: ~ompQ5cr,
Follow-up Questions: Has anyone ever seen or smelled decom-
posers? What dJd they look or smell like? What were ther decom-





Every 11v1ng thJng has a Job to do. and needs energy to Uve and to
do that Job. Here are clues to the three kinds of l1V1ng thJngs. and
the three ways of getting energy. that you will find during your
fieldOip. (The Definltlons rnlght be a good place to look for help
With these puzzles.)
o Activity Five: Solve and di.scus..c; Page 5 of the Student
Handbook. 'Three Special Words."
KeyWordFmd
The Key Word Find Js a fun way to begln to get familiar with
words that may be used during your Beldtr1p. (Once again. the .-
DeftnJtlons might be a good place to look for help with these puz-
zles.) Remember. the students should not be tested over or forced
to learn this vocabulary.
o Activiar Sjx: Solve and discuss Pages 6 & 7 of the Student















The students should be getting a pretty good Idea by now of what
it means to be a Nature Detective. Almost everyone has picked up
a smooth rock, wondertng how It got so smooth and round. Or a
feather. trying to 1maglne what bird it came from or admiring the
color and shape and feel of it. Or a claw from a crayfish (or craw-
dad,) worldng the hinge back and forth. and trying the sharpness
of the points against a finger. All of those are the action:; of a Na-
ture Detective. curious and ready to find out about the natural
world.
You can make it possible to brtng that nattIralinql.l.1sitiveness
and willingness to learn into the classroom by setting up an area
where the students may display and handle natura] objects. such
as shells. stones. bits of fur. etc.. that they have brought from
horne. Before you set up your 'Touch-It Table.· you should th1nk
about and dJscuss very carefully With the students the idea of
br1nglng or displaying or handl1ng llve a.nJ.rnals. In general. It is
not a good idea. In certain circumstances. keeping an aquarium or
a terrarium with llve animals can be very educational. but you
should make the safety of your students and the welfare of the
captive an1maI a top prionty. You might do some readlng on the
subject first.
o Activity Seven: set up a 'Touch-It Table" near the posted





Special Task List For Students
A day or two before the fieldtIip. have one student do each task
and report back to the class.
o caI1 the Nature Center (669-6644) between 10:00 am and
4:30 pm. Identify sel! lUI a student reporter from ---.,,.--"'"'":'""_
School, and ask about any interesting or unusual anima! or
plant activity occurring at the Nature Center. Be prepared to
write down 3 or 4 items.
o Call the Wcather Service Forecut Rccording (838--3375) for
a weathcr forccaJlt for the day of your visit. Report back to
the class and discuss what to wear.
o Cut a handle on each side of several stur-
dy boxell, to carry the lunches and drinks
from the bUll to thc Ihelter.
o Make I·ure everyone has a name label to
put on their lunches and drinks.
o Make sure everyone has a nametag with the first Dame
printed neatly and clearly.
Checklist For Teachers
o Send a letter home to parents, Wonning them of the up-
COming fleldtr1p and the need for a sack lunch.
o Discuss allergies to bee or wup stings. and poison ivy pre-
vention (see ClothJng and Shoes & Socks. below.)
If any students have severe allergies and/or medical problems
that may require medication to be earned and adminJstered on
the trail. you may want to have the school nurse or the parent
of that ch.1.ld accompany the group on the day of the field trip.
Call the Nature Center and advise the staff; there's a chance
that a guJde With training or familiarity with a particular health
problem may be available.
(You and your students may be relieved to know that no veno-
mous snakes have ever been found at the Nature Center,)
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o Breakfasts and Lunches!
_ Remember not to bring glass containers.
_ DIscourage lunch pails and "carry-homes."
_ Remind everyone to put their names on their lunches and
dr1n.ks. Are the names legible and waterproof?
_ Have a pre-fieldtrip dIscussIon about proper food for
lunches: some students seem to get Uttle superv1slon from
home. and end up making a meal of ch!ps, candy. and pop.
_ Remind them Qf the importance of eaUne a eood
breakfast the mornip£ Qf the fJeldtrlp.
o Clothing.
_ Rem1nd the students to wear appropriate clothing for be-
ing outside most of the day. The mOrning may be chilly. and
the afternoon may be hot. Reconunend layers of short-sleeve
shirt. long-sleeve shirt. and a Jacket or coat if necessary. Hats
are a very good idea.
_ Legs should be protected by long pants; girls who must
wear dresses or skirts should choose long ones and shoulLl wear
long socks to protect exposed skin from weed scratches. lnsect
bItes. and/or poison ivy, Shorts are not appropriate.
Wear clothes that can get muddy and/Qr wet.
o Shoes and Socks.
_ Wear things that can get muddy and/or wet.
_ Wear shoes and socks that w1ll protect legs and feet from
weed scratches. insect bites. and/or poison ivy.
_ Wear shoes and socks that you can walk in comfortahly
for more than one m1le.
New or borrowed Ihoes can cause blisters.
o Raingear.
_ Bring a roll of large plastic trash bags. Just In case.
_ If It looks like the students may get ralned on at the Na-
ture Center. make sure they each have a towel, and a dry
change of shoes. socks. Wlderwear. and outer clothing waJ ling
for them back at school.
o Nametags.
_ First names should be printed largely and clearly.






















Departure from your school.
Arr1va1 at Oxley Nature Center.
Morning discovery hlke begtns.
Return to PicnJc Shelter for lunch.
Solve the RJddle.
Afternoon discovery hlke begtns.
Departure from Oxley Nature Center.
Arr1va1 back at your school.
HolY It Works
Plan your departure so that the students arrive at Oxley Nature
Center around 9:30 am. As you enter the gates of the Nature Cen-
ter. be on the lookout for wildlife. and for signs directing your
school to one of the two parking areas. Most Riddle of the Woods
tours will be directed to the Picnic Shelter parking area at the far
end of the entrance road. through a gate With a "Road Closed" Sign
attached to jt. After the bus arrives. that gate will be pulled shut.
but not locked.
At the Picnic Shelter parking lot. one of the naturalists will board
the bus to welcome your group. and to give some preUm1nary in-
structions. With lunches and all personal belongings m hand. the
class then departs for the PicnJc Shelter. the "home base" of the
day.
At. the Shelter. the lunches are stowed m a cool. shady closet.
and the class Is seated on the concrete floor to reView the schedule
and the basic safety rules. nus Is a good time Lo team up (quietly)
any chaperones and school staff with Nature Center guides. prefer-
ably one-an-one. School volunteers. espedally untrained volun-
teers, should not be allowed to cluster mto one group. 1b.Is pre-
sorting also helps allow parents to go In groups other than with









wish, but Jt is not usually recommended. (TIlis is not a good time
to apply insect repellent or cause other distractions, while the stu-
dents are listening to and discussing the safety rules.) Everyone Js
advised to use all of their senses and to search for an\' clues left
behind by the old nature detective or by the plants and animals
that lJve at the Nature Center.
Now the naturalist dJvides the students mto small trail groups of
7 to 10 students and assigns each group to a guide. Oxley staff
are getting pretty good at Jdent:1fy1ng and separating possibly trou-
blesome combinations of students. but will be glad of discreet ad-
vice from the people who know these students best. Advise the
naturalist. 1£ you dJdn't do so before you left the school. of any
medical problems. such as asthma. diabetes. allergies. etc.. that
may arise on the trail: some of the guides have tra1ning or familiar-
ity with certain medJcal conditions and would IJe espedally suited
to lead a particular group, U any students requlre medlcme to be
carned or adm1nJstered during the hike. the teacher. or the schoof
nurse. or the parent of that child. should accompany that group.
The discoveries beginl As the trail groups explore the forest.
fields. and wetlands. a variety of basic ecolOgical concepts are dis-
cussed. very much more 1nfonnally than in a classroom, but with
no less effectiveness.
Besides the lessons illustrated by the plants ;md animals that
live at the Nature Center. the students may also find, at special 10-
eations along the tra1ls, clues left by the old nature detective. On
the undersJdes of certain strategically placed rocks and slabs of
wood. an appropriate piece of the Riddle of the Woods Js carved or
written. For example. the part that mentions "the small ones with
no green to show" will probably be found near a rotting log or a
good place to find decomposers. When a clue is located. the group
Will stop and talk about what that part of the Riddle m.Jght mean.
and who or what the old nature detective was talk.1ng about in that
part of the Riddle. EmphasIs 1s st:l.ll not placed on solvlng the
whole Riddle. Just on th1nk1ng about part of it and comJ.ng up With
1deas on what It could mean.
By lunchtime. the students will have fOLUJd one or more RJdd.Je
clues. and by adding tb1s Infonnation to their other nature discov-
eries. may be getting some ideas about what the d1.fferent parts of
the RJddle may mean.
All groups meet back at the Shelter at nuon for lunch. With the
class again seated on the concrete floor. lunch rules are explained.















After lunch. the students
are gathered in front of a
large puzzle board. where
the RJddle Is printed in Its
entirety. BeSide the Riddle
Is a circular hole where the
puzzle pieces are placed.
There are 15 puzzle pieces.
each with the name of an
individual element in the
RJddle (e.g. sun. plants.
rabbit. coyote. decomposer.
etc.)
.As the natura1.l:st and stu-
dents discuss the meaning
of the Riddle. each segment
is reworded. using Key
Words and terms or ideas
cUscovered on the trails.
The class discussion may
go something Uke this:
"Okay. thefirst part of the Riddle says that 'J come through space
without a ship, carrying my prize to those who need..' How many of
youfigured this part out? What was the old nature detectLve talking
about here? Asteroids? Yes. they come through space; do they car-
ry a prize? Aliens? Who found aliens today? Anyway. aliens prob-
ably need a ship. Air? There is no air ill outer space. Stars? YesI
What is the nearest star. and the only star you could. see today?
The sun} There's a ptJ.Z2le piece here that says "SUN;" come up and.
put it frL Does it carry a prize? ENERGY/ Very good: come up and
put this puzzle piece inJ Now. who needs energy...•
As each segment of the Riddle is discussed. the students who an-
swer the questions correctly are awarded their offiCial Nature De-
tective cards. Jf the answer mvolves one of the puzzle pleces. that
student is invited to come up and place the piece in the panel. In
this way. the students are able to see how the dJ1ferent parts of the
Riddle .fit together and interact with each other. Soon the entire






The five d.Jfferent colors of the puzzle spell oul the word LIFE.
The conclusIon Is reached. and the RIddle itself expla1ns how life is
composed of many dlfferent pIeces, all working together. Without
all the parts of the puzzle. life as we lmow It would be changed.
and might not even be possIble. The old nature detective was tell-
ing us that all living things. including people, depend on each oth-
er. and on energy from the sun. for survival.
Any student who d.1d not receive a Nature Detective card during
the discussion gets one now. The trail groups refonn for a short
afternoon penod of hikes and/or nature games.
At 1:30 pm. the class boards the bus, and retUITIs to school.
That's the end of the fieldtrip. but only the begJnnJng for a











The foundations are now in place for an incredible variety of les-
sons. You can refer back to the tr1p to Oxley Nature Center again
and again. and tap into that exciting memory to relnforce the les-
sons of the classroom. Also. you can use the clisclpllnc and rules
we use at Oxley to try some outdoor lessons at your school. Once
students learn that the outdoors is not Just a place for recess. It
becomes easier to use the outside world for your classroom.
It's lmportant to reaUze that "nature" can be found everywhere.
not Just in a nature center. Have your students try out their na-
ture detective skills around the school or at home. TIle urban en-
vironment has many similartties to the natural enV1rorunenL as
well as some dLfferences. By drawing comparisons. a pattern will
begin to emerge. Read the Riddle again: it still holds true In the
clty. Maybe the plants and animals are dlfferent. and the urban
forest may not look quite like the wild forest. but predators still
hunt their prey. and herbivores and carnivores sOO depend on pro-
ducers to harness the energy of the sun.
We hope that the suggestions here spark some new lLleas of your
own. And maybe you were able to get some new inSights regarding
your students. by seeing them in a dIfferent enV1rorunent (a class-
room is a difficult place for some students to shine.) At the very
least. we hope that some connections have been made. between
your students and the world around them. between your class-










Did you ever wonder why. in any gJven eornmun.1ty. there arc so
many millions of indJV1dual plants (grass. for example.) so many
thousands of herbivores (grasshoppers. for example,) so many
hundreds of carn1vores that eat herbivores (small birds and grass
snakes and turtles. for example.) and only a dozen or so carni\'ores
that eat other carnJvores (llke cats and hawks?) The answer Is. a
million blades of grass will not feed a million grasshoppers. be-
cause each grasshopper eats more than one blade of grass. Also,
some energy Is lost or wasted each time something eats something
else, like when the grasshopper Jumps to the next blade of grass.
All this Is pretty abstract for fowth-graders. A concrete way to
demonstrate this concept Is to make a human Pyramid of Life.
In a large area. such as a grassy yard. or a gym with mats. as-
semble your students in. groups of ten or so. Start by naming each
group to represent a particular habitat: forest. field. pond. school
grounds. liver. a nearby park. etc. Each student in a group choos-
es a plant or animal from that particular habitat. It's all right If
two or more choose the same plant or anlmal. especially 1f two or
more of those items were actually observed. Now, have them form
a htunan pyramid.
Put the producers on the bottom. sjde-by-slde in a r'Jw. on hands
and Imees. The next row will be people representing herbivores.
each with hands resting on the adjacent shoulders ;md knees on
the adjacent hJps of two producers. The third row is the group of
an1mals that eat herbivores (primary carnJvores.) whJJc on top will
be perched the secondary carnivores. the animals which eat other
carnlvores.
It will soon become obvious that you've got to have lots of plants
(preferably bJg strong students,) fewer herbivores, and even fewer
carnivores (preferably the smallest. lightest students.) Now make a
successful Pyramid. When you gel the propo.rtJons close to what
they are in realllfe, your Pyramid will work. Catalog all the plants
and animals you discover, by USing the Pyramid of Ufe page in the
Student Handbook.
o ActiviW Eight: Make a human Pyramid ofLife. Fill in
page 20 of the Student Handbook with your obsenlations





















There are magnetic lines of force between cLlIdren and water.
rut any group of children down near any amo'mt of water. and
tiley will combine. You can put this 1rresistahJc attractJon to
work in the classroom.
1h.Ink back to the portion of the fleldtrip whnre the students ex-
plored one of the Nature Center's wetlands wlil) dJpnets. They
will tell you right away what animals were cal'l~ht and which ones
got away. With a little more thought. they ill;'>:" be able to tell you
just exactly where certain animals were observed and captured.
Did the water strider fly above the water, glJdc across tile surface
of the water. or dJve do'WIl to the bottom? Did vou find snails
perched over the water in trees. sw1mm1ng in the middle of the
water. or attached to plants? Where dJd you find dragonllies?
Refer to pages 16-18 of the Student Handbook. for additional
help. Use page 21 of the Student Handbook to mark exactly
where each animal of the wetland prefers to live.
Besides helping your students to remember and organize their
nature observations. this activity can introduce the concept of ec-
ological "ruche." whJch can be stated as ''where It is, combined
v.1th what It does." To reduce competition for food and space.
plants and anlmals find spedal places to live: the edge of a for-
est. in a hollow log. on the water's surface. inside the stern of a
grow1ng plant. etc.
o Activity Nine: Fill in page 21 of the Student Handbook






























Keeping a Nature Journal and making nature discovenes Is more
fun if you have a means of sharing those dJscoveries with others.
A chart or scrapbook or class Journal or buJletin board provides a
place to wrtte things doVr'TI. to record observaUons. to read and
ponder other people's observations. You may have to experiment
with several fonnats; some students may be more verbal than oth-
ers. while some prefer to make sketches and draw1ngs.
o ActiviC],l Ten: Make place near your Touch·It Table where
students can share and record nature observations made at
the school and at home.
tookine At £:I Listenine to Birds
Birds and insects are the most easily observed animals for most
children. and birds are active year-round. Bird houses are a frus-
trating school project because most of the observable activ:lty takes
place during the summer. Bird feeders. on the other hand. can be
made from scrap boards. 2-lJter pop bottles. milk cartons. pine
cones and peanut butter. and will provide a great opportunJty to
observe wildl1fe up close. Besides the fun of watching the birds (or
squirrels. or mice!) that visit the feeders. you can work the observa-
tions Into art projects. descriptive wIiting topJcs. a vaIiety of graph-
Ing and math activities. and so on. Ifyou have more than two or
three feeders in one location. you should probably number or
name the feeders so that it will be easier to indicate which one Is
meant during discussions and exdted observing seSSions.
o ActiviC],l Eleven: Make afeeding stationfur your school.
Stock it with scraps or bird seed, and keep track of the num-





The easiest way to recOI'd or preserve a track 15 to make a circular
collar out of poster board or str1ps cut from old flie folders. place
tbe collar around the track. pressing It Into the dirt or mud so that
no plaster can leak out of gaps. and then fill both the track and the
cardboard collar witil a miXtUre of plaster-of-pans and water. The
plaster should be the consistency of pancake batter. and should be
allowed at least several hours to set up and get finn before any at-
tempt Is made to p1ck It up. Let tile plaster mold dry overnjght be-
fore you wash the dJrt and mud off the track. Many craft or nature
project books give additional detaJls.
Note: some children grasp tile Idea of footprints very readily. but
seem to have trouble with a line or cluster of tracks. They seem to
sr.e each track as a separate event. unrelated to any other track In
tile vtdnity. It takes a Uttle work. sometimes. to make it clear that
the animal took a step. then another step. and another step. then
ran a Uttle ways. then maybe 'took two steps bac~-ards or turned
around and shufiled Its feet from side to side... In other words.
they seem to thJnk that 42 dogs made one track each. Instead of
orle dog making 42 tracksl You might want to have them play
some tracking games. letting teams of 2 or 4 children work togeth-
er' to make a "trail" and then have other teams figure out the trail.
o ActiviCll Dvelve:Lookfor animal tracks ncar your !'chool.
or make student tracks in dirt or sand. Make plaster casts of
us many ditTerent tracks as possible.
Water Holes to Mini-Ponds
nus is one of the activtties from OBIS (Outdoor lJ1o~ogy Instruc-
tional Strategies.) The class digs 2 holes. and lines each with a
u'.\I"lap-covered dishpan. Each "water hole" Is tulcd with water. and
S'lme fertilizer 1s added to one. Once a week. each water hole Is
measured: temperature. light. water level. and the appearance or
disappearance of 11fe (or ev:ldence of life that v:lSlts.) Maintain the
water levels as needed. 111.1s activity can lead to discussions of col-
onizatJon. animal11fe cycles. and the effects of chenucals on natu-
ral systems.
o ActiviCll Thirteen: Set up two Water Holes and record your












It's very important in a closed ecology to proyjde all the needs of
life. Your terrar1um (plural: terraria) should have soil. air. water.
and swilight in a proper arrangement. Most terrar1a have a layer
of pebbles and a layer of charcoal under the soil. and most do not
need to be watered once green plants are pullnto it (·.vhere does
the new v,-ater come from?) An aquanum usually has gravel. rather
than soU. and unless you have a lot of healthy live water plants.
you may need to oxygenate the water artilldally W1th a bubble
stone and electIic aerator or aquarium pump.
Uve a.nJ.mals are not necessary in your artificial mJcro-
commun1t1es. but !fyou decide to include some for a specific edu-
cational project. aquatic antmals such as small fish or crayfish are
usually the most easily adaptable. Ifyou keep a small toad or a
praying mantis or a caterpillar in your terral1wn. ma}::e sure It has
enough room and suJtable quantities and types of food. If the ani-
mals do not eat in a day or two. they should be released. Pro\1-
slons should also be made for the arumals' over-wintering. eJther
making sure you will be able to provide food. or releasing them In
time to make their own arrangements. And. at the end of the
school year. captive anJmals should be released or prov:lded for. It
Is probably best to keep animals only for a few days or a week. for
specJfic projects. Be aware that there may be laws protecting cer-
tain kinds of wfidUfe. and always make safety for your students
and for the captive animals a top priority.
o Activity Fourteen: Set up an aquarium or terrarium in
your classroom.
Nature Librao:
Nothing Is cozier than settling into a comfortable comer on a
raJny day W1th an interesting bookl Your cbssroom library should
include books of nature facts. as weU as nature fiction. Some na-
ture fiction. such as IncIdent at Hawk's Hili. by Allan W. Eckert. or
My Side of the MountaIn. by Jean CraJgheaJ Geo.rge. make great
story hour books for reading aloud to tile class. A lisl of good
books to start with Is Jncluded here.
o Activitu Fifteen: Make a Nature Library and Reading Cor-
ner in your classroom. Set up a Story Rourfor your class,



















RECOMMENDED BOOKS FOR A NATURE LmRARY
The Reason'" fQr Seasons
lnvestleat1ne EcolQ~
Annie & the Wild AnImals
I "m NQt a Short Adult l
Kid's Amedca
EnlQ)'lng Nature Wtth Your famtly
Shadng NaDlre With Children
Nature Detective How tQ Solve Outdoor Myster-
J.t:s ('Liken lIJuf to~at 01ky~ Ctntal)
Dr. Seuss The Lorax
Eckert. Allan W. Incident at Hawk's H!IJ
Env. Action Coalition It's Your Enytrpnment
George. Jean C. My SIde of the Mpuntatn
Goble. Paul The Gift of the Sacred DQ~, and other books
James. Bessie Rowland The Happy AnImals o(Ata-ra-hl
Jobb. Jamte The Ntebt Sky Book
KJpllng. Rudyard Just So Stodes
MorTIson. Gordon The Cudoys Natural1st
Palmer. William R. Why the Nprth Star Stands G.l1ll
Parnall. Peter Eveonody Needs a Rock
Parnall. Peter Hawk Is My Brother
Pettit, Ted S. A GUide tp Nablre Protects
Selsam. MillJcent How to be a Nature petectiye
Seton. Ernest T. Wild Animals I Haye Known
SIsson. EdJth A. NahJre With Children Of All~

















The forest & the Sea
The Oytermpst Hoyse
A Sense oC Wonder
The Sea Around Us
Under the Sea Wind
The Enytronmental Handlluok
Pilgdm at TInker Creek
OperaNce Manual For SpilcC'.:;hlp Eadh
A Sand County Almanac


















Looklng for a way to get your students C)~dted about math or geog-
raphy'? Wishing you had a new way to bl~ild your students' com-
murucation and group dedsion-mak1ng sid.l.ls? You could use
these excellent forest ecology matenals and interdisciplinary cur-
rtculum enhancement activities for teachers, program directors. or
youth leaders. You will take home a manual with more than 80
different hands-on activities. Cost $5. You must attend a work-
shop to get the PLT matenals. Sponsored by the Oklahoma Depart-
ment of Forestry and the Oklahoma Conservation Comm.lsslon.
Project WILD
The sequel to Project Learning Tree. ProJect \-'lrw focusses on wtld-
life and Its habitat needs and uses students' .Interest In wild ani-
mals to teach lots of skills and lots of dlfferent subjects. You gef
t.l£Q manuals full of hands-on. lnterdlsdpl1nary. currtculum en-
hancement activities for teachers. program directors. or youth
leaders. You must attend a Project WILD Workshop to rece.lve
these matertals. Cost $5. Sponsored by the Oklahoma Depart-
ment ofW1Jdlife Conservation (405-521-38551 and the Oklahoma
Conservation Co.mmissJon.
The CLASS Project
Useful environmental education matenals developed by the Nation-
al Wildlife Federation. espedally for middle school teachers.
Hands-on. interd.lsdpUnary. currtculum enhancement activities
cover six ditferent topics: Energy Use. Forest/Watershed Manage-
ment, Hazardous Substances. Wetlands. Wildlife Habitat Manage-
ment. Each topic area begins with introductory activities and con-
cludes With putting new skills to use In t1edslon-mak1ng activities.
Cost $8. Note: since these matertals have gone out of prtnt, you
may not be able to order them any more. Wnte to NaUonal Wildlife
Federation.
OBIS (Outdoor Biology InBtruCtiODal Strategies)
Available from the Lawrence Hall of ScJence in Berkeley. CallfomJa.
the OBIS packets are self-contained lesson plans for a wide vartety
of hands-on biology projects and teaching games. Cost?? (rumor
has It that the cost has gone way up)
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SUllie IdeOls--Envjronment:ll Orientations l/l ycrll Of)'
Horval and Voelker
For each question, circle the answer you think is the most correcl or the best.
J. I am a:
girl boy
2. I am years old right now. (pUI your age in the blank)
3. llive in:
O1n apartment a house
4. I worry about Ihe environment (problems like pollution).
Yes No I don't know
5. Ifa person's car makes too much air pollution, he or she should nol be allowed to drive
il.
Yes No I don't know
6. J think there are a 101 of pollution problems I can help stop.
Yes No I don't know
7. Soda pop should be sold only in bottles or cans that can be used again.
Yes No J don't know
8. [fwild animals need a safe home. it would be best 10 putthenl in a nice zoo.
Yes No Idon'tJcnow
9. Milk. at school should come in bottles that can be used again, not in paper cartons.
Yes No I don't know
10. If my family owned wetlands orwoods where some animals livtd, I wohld lik.e part uf
it made into a playground (like at school).












I I. There is lao much on T. V. aboul problems w(lh pol/ulion.
Yes No I don'l k1loW
12. Cllildrcn worry loa much about problems o( the environmenl (like pollulion
problems).
Yes No I don't know
13. We have enough parks and forests now (or wild animals to Jive in.
Yes No J don'l knuw
14. You should use a lot of weed killer on your lawn, so you won't have 10 have so many
weeds 10 pull.
Yes No I don'l know
15. My family and r recycle everything we; can.
Yes No J don'l know
16. Jencourage others to recycle.
Yes No J don't know
17. If I sec a bug on the ground, J wilJ JciJl it. Bugs are not that important.
Yes No J don't know
18. If J see a bird's nest in a tree, J will try to get il to show other people.
Yes No I don't know
19. One kind of a producer is:
a tree a person a tiger




a nower a tree a person a plant
21. An animal thai lives in a wetland community is:





a. sleep at nighl and come OUI in the d",ytime
b. sleep during the day and come out at night
23. Are we part of the food chain?
yes no
24. Is a spider a part of t~e food chain?
yes 110
25. Herbi vores eat:
only meat only plants ~oth meat and plants
26. Carnivores eat:
only meat only plants both meat and plants
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Liz Lyons
1567 Southwest Blvd. #1 - d
Tulsa, OK 74107
Dear M.s. Lyons,
I am pleased to report that we have approved your student survey about the
environment.
As required by state law, parental permission must be secured. Participation
is to be voluntary on the part of principals and teachers, as well as students.
Congratulations on arriving at this stage of your graduate work, and I wish
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